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Inleiding 

 

The World’s 10 Strongest 
Militaries 

 
Yahoo News UK24 August 2016 

Which nations possess the most powerful conventional armies in 
the world? Swiss finance company Credit Suisse has tried to 
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work this out, using several factors to determine a country’s 
military power.  

These include how many active military personnel, tanks, 
helicopters, combat aircraft, aircraft carriers and submarines 
they have. The United States, predictably, holds the top spot but 
some of the other entries are a surprise… (Courtesy - Business 
Insider; Images - Getty) 

De onderstaande afbeeldingen van deze dame Clinton is 
president kandidaat en moet straks als ze verkozen zou worden 
gaan over de atoomwapen-knop.  Ook de andere kandidaat 
Trump is een toneelspeler zo te zien aan alle komische gezichten 
die hij laat zien. Dat kan me wat moois worden. 
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‘Hillary Clinton was sporting a mini earbud wired to receive stealth 
communications from her campaign handlers during Wednesday’s 

Presidential Forum carried live on NBC, True Pundit has learned. While 
Clinton was fielding questions from NBC’s Matt Lauer and the public 
Wednesday night on live television, a quiet buzz started circulating in 

New York law enforcement circles about Hillary’s left ear. NYPD 
sources confirm Clinton was wearing an ‘inductive earpiece,” the same 
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technology employed by almost all lead Broadway actors to receive 
forgotten lines and stealth off’stage cues from directors.’ 

 
 

 
Op deze wijze kijken alle heksen naar hun prooi 

 
 

World  

'Sickening' airstrike on UN aid 
trucks in Syria may be the last 
straw in US-Russia relations 
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Business Insider Mon, Sep 19 10:00 PM PDT  

A 
week into a cease-fire in Syria brokered by Russia and the US, 
Russian-made warplanes hit a UN aid convoy traveling to the 
besieged town of Aleppo to provide relief to Syrians at the scene 
of some of the most intense fighting in the country's five-year 
civil war. At least 18 of 31 trucks in a UN and Syrian Arab Red 
Crescent convoy were hit and 12 people were killed, according to 
Reuters. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon called the airstrike 
"sickening" in remarks on Tuesday at the UN General Assembly 
in New York. "Present in this hall today are representatives of 
governments that have ignored, facilitated, funded, participated in 
or even planned and carried out atrocities inflicted by all sides of 
the Syria conflict against Syrian civilians," Ban said. ...  
Read more  
World  

U.N. Suspends Aid Missions to 
Syria After Airstrikes on 
Convoy 
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Jack Moore,Newsweek UK ONC 19 hours ago  
The United Nations humanitarian aid agency has temporarily 
suspended all of its aid convoys to Syria after airstrikes targeted a 
U.N.-backed convoy on Monday night near the northern city of 
Aleppo. The attack on more than a dozen lorries and a warehouse 
near the town of Urum al-Kubra, killed 12 people, including at 
least one Red Crescent staff member, according to U.K.-based 
monitoring group The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights 
(SOHR). Sign up to our daily newsletter for up to date global 
news and features. In response, the U.N. said that as an 
“immediate security measure, other convoy movements in Syria 
have been suspended.” Jens Laerke, spokesman for the U.N.’s aid 
agency said on Tuesday, ...  
Read more  
World  

Raids across Syria battlefronts 
after aid convoy hit 
Karam al-Masri,AFP 21 hours ago  
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Aleppo (Syria) (AFP) - Air raids and shelling pounded key 
battlefronts in Syria on Tuesday, as outrage mounted over a strike 
on an aid convoy hours after Syria's military declared an end to a 
week-long truce. 

The raid and renewed violence across the country dimmed hopes 
that the fraught ceasefire negotiated by Moscow and Washington 
could be revived. 

Key players including the United States and Russia were to meet 
in New York Tuesday in an effort to salvage the peace process, 
which US Secretary of State John Kerry had warned could be the 
"last chance" to end Syria's civil war. 

But on the ground in Syria, activists and AFP correspondents 
reported intensifying fighting.  

In the battleground city of Aleppo, air raids and artillery fire hit 
rebel-held districts until approximately 2:00 am (2300 GMT 
Monday), an AFP correspondent said.  

Residents spent the night huddled in their apartments sharing 
news about the collapsing truce via text messages and heard loud 
intermittent booms on Tuesday morning. 

At least 39 civilians were killed in overnight bombardment of 
Aleppo and the surrounding province, the Syrian Observatory for 
Human Rights monitoring group said, and fresh clashes had 
erupted on the southern edges of the city. 

In the week after the truce was declared on September 12, only 27 
civilians were killed as fighting dropped significantly across the 
country. 
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Those killed overnight included 12 people, mostly humanitarian 
workers, who died on a raid on a joint United Nations, Red Cross, 
and Red Crescent convoy delivering assistance to the town of 
Orum al-Kubra in Aleppo province. 

- UN 'war crime' warning - 

An infuriated United Nations warned Monday night's attack, 
which destroyed at least 18 trucks in the 31-vehicle convoy, could 
amount to a war crime. 

"Let me be clear: if this callous attack is found to be a deliberate 
targeting of humanitarians, it would amount to a war crime," aid 
chief Stephen O'Brien said. 

"Our outrage at this attack is enormous," the UN envoy for Syria, 
Staffan de Mistura, told reporters.  

"The convoy was the outcome of a long process of permission 
and preparations to assist isolated civilians." 

An AFP correspondent at the scene of the strike early Tuesday 
saw damaged boxes of medical supplies and bags of aid spilling 
out of charred green trucks. 

Aid deliveries to desperate civilians were a key element of the 
US-Russia deal.  

But there were only three known aid delivery operations during 
the week-long truce: to Moadamiyet al-Sham near Damascus on 
Sunday and to both Talbisseh and Orum al-Kubra on Monday.  
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Cross-border aid for besieged civilians in eastern parts of Aleppo 
city never entered Syrian territory.  

Syria's military unilaterally announced the end to the truce on 
Monday night, accusing rebels of more than 300 violations and 
failing to "commit to a single element" of the deal.  

In the northwestern province of Idlib on Tuesday, activist Nayef 
Mustafa said planes circled over the town of Salqin, held by 
Syria's former Al-Qaeda affiliate in alliance with Islamist rebels. 

- 'Ready for barrel bombs' - 

"It's calm now, but there was machinegun fire by military aircraft 
overnight," Mustafa told AFP.  

"The ceasefire has collapsed and people are getting ready to be hit 
by barrel bombs." 

At least four air strikes hit the central rebel-held town of 
Talbisseh Tuesday morning after artillery fire throughout the 
night, activist Hassaan Abu Nuh said.  

The truce deal's primary sponsors, Washington and Moscow, and 
other key players in the International Syria Support Group will 
meet in New York on Tuesday to assess the situation.  

Kerry will try to speak to Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov 
in New York, where leaders are gathered for the UN General 
Assembly, before Tuesday's meeting.  
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The two top diplomats had negotiated the deal in Geneva earlier 
this month, hoping to put an end to more than five years of 
conflict in which more than 300,000 people have been killed. 

The UN Security Council will also hold a session on Syria on 
Wednesday, but statements from Syrian and Russian military 
officials appeared to bury hopes of reviving the truce deal. 

"Considering that the conditions of the ceasefire are not being 
respected by the rebels, we consider it pointless for the Syrian 
government forces to respect it unilaterally," said Russian 
Lieutenant General Sergei Rudskoy. 

The truce had already come under massive strain when a US-led 
coalition strike on Saturday hit a Syrian army post near the 
eastern city of Deir Ezzor, where government forces are battling 
the Islamic State jihadist group 

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad on Monday blasted the strike, 
which killed dozens of troops, as "flagrant American aggression". 

 
Business  

Russia testing fifth-generation 
fighter Sukhoi PAK FA 
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Sukhoi 
PAK FA (T-50) is Russia's first fifth-generation fighter aircraft. 
Its main rivals are the United States' F-35 and F-22 and China's 
Chengdu J-20 and Shenyang J-31. A T-50 aircraft costs about $50 
million. Russian Defense Ministry officials say six T-50 aircraft 
are undergoing tests. The aircraft will most likely be inducted into 
the Russian Aerospace Forces in 2017. In May, Russian 
Aerospace Forces Commander-in-Chief Viktor Bondarev told 
reporters that the T-50 is "indeed a wonderful machine." He said, 
"Its piloting, navigational and other characteristics enable it to 
detect other aircraft from a very long distance ... it is unequalled 
in this. We have something to be proud of, and we . 

 

Al Raha gets $355 million U.S. 
contract for Saudi F-15s 
UPI 12 hours ago  
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WASHINGTON, Sept. 20 (UPI) -- Al Raha Group for Technical 
Services has been awarded a $355 million U.S. Air Force contract 
for support of the Saudi Arabian F-15 fleet. The firm-fixed-price 
contract covers comprehensive material management of 
unclassified spares, support equipment and support services 
required to support base stand-ups and continued F-15 and F-
15SA Royal Saudi Air Force flying operations. Work will be 
performed in Saudi Arabia and Georgia. The estimated 
completion date is December 2017. The Air Force Life Cycle 
Management Center is the contracting activity. ...  
Read more  
 

NATO AIR CHIEF: For Russians, engaging an F-35 would be 
like jumping into a boxing ring to 'fight an invisible 
Muhammad Ali'  

Business Insider  
Business  
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Lockheed gets $157 million 
U.S. Navy Aegis contract 
UPI Mon, Sep 19 7:11 AM PDT  

WASHINGTON, Sept. 19 (UPI) -- Lockheed Martin Rotary and 
Mission Systems has been awarded a $157 million U.S. Navy 
contract for the procurement of Aegis combat system follow-on 
support services. The cost-plus-incentive-fee contract covers 
procurement of the DDG 116-118 Aegis follow-on support 
services representing completion of the development and fielding 
of the Aegis Baseline 9 weapon system and Integrated Aegis 
combat system on the remaining Aegis Technical Insertion 12-
configured destroyers, as well as TI12- and TI08-configured 
cruisers. The deal includes options which would bring the 
cumulative value of the contract to $426 million if exercised. 
Work will be performed in New Jersey and Pennsylvania ...  
Read more  
 

Russia's Lethal Su-35 Fighter vs. America's F-35, F-15 and F-
16: Who Wins?  

The National Interest  
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Business  

Raytheon receives $43 million 
Sidewinder missile contract 
modification 
UPI Mon, Sep 19 7:43 AM PDT  

WASHINGTON, Sept. 19 (UPI) -- Raytheon Missile Systems has 
been awarded a $43 million contract modification for the 
procurement of 64 Sidewinder missiles for Japan, Norway and 
Taiwan. The modification to the previously awarded fixed-price-
incentive-firm contract exercises an option for 64 of the AIM-9X 
Block II all up round tactical full-rate production Lot 16 missiles. 
The modification also provides for the procurement of 70 Block II 
captive air training missiles for the governments of Norway and 
Taiwan, 39 all up round containers for Norway and Taiwan, one 
spare active optical target detector, two spare guidance units, 
seven guidance unit containers and one spare active optical target 
detector ...  
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Harris gets $54 million 
contract for aircraft 
countermeasures system 
UPI 15 hours ago  

 Sign in to like  
 Reblog on Tumblr  
 Tweet  

WASHINGTON, Sept. 20 (UPI) -- Harris Corp. has been 
awarded a $54 million U.S. Air Force contract for engineering 
work on the AN/ALQ-172 aircraft countermeasure system. The 
cost-plus-fixed fee contract will cover engineering services 
applicable to the AN/ALQ-172 Line Replaceable Unit-1 
countermeasures receiver. It also calls for non-recurring 
engineering services for the form, fit and function interface, as 
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well as redesign, development of data, manufacturing and 
delivery of prototypes that will meet legacy specification 
requirements. Work will be performed in New Jersey. The 
estimated completion date is September 2020. The Air Force 
Sustainment Center is the contracting activity. The ALQ-172 ...  

 
 

rld  

NATO AIR CHIEF: For 
Russians, engaging an F-35 
would be like jumping into a 
boxing ring to 'fight an 
invisible Muhammad Ali' 
Amanda Macias,Business Insider 13 hours ago  
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(An 
F-35B from Marine Fighter Attack Training Squadron 501 
(VMFAT-501), flies near its base a MCAS Beaufort, South 
Carolina.Lockheed Martin)  
NATIONAL HARBOR, Maryland — When asked how the F-35 
Lightning II would stack up against potential aggression from 
Moscow, NATO air chiefs said they're confident the fifth-
generation jet would devalue Russian forces.  

"What we are perfectly convinced of is the fact that when we do 
bring fifth-generation assets into the European region it is 
something that certainly serves as a deterrent," Gen. Tod Wolters, 
commander of US Air Forces in Europe, told Business Insider. 

"It forces the Russians to take a look at what we are doing and to 
realize that if they had to embrace us they might be in a position 
where they had to jump into a boxing ring and fight an invisible 
Muhammad Ali." 

Wolters comments, alongside Danish counterpart Maj. Gen. Max 
Nielsen and Dutch ally Lt. Gen. Dennis Luyt, came Monday at 
the Air Force Association's annual Air, Space and Cyber 
conference. 
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"From our observations of their [Russian] activities in the area of 
command and control, they are extremely challenged. So our 
sense is, from a fifth generation standpoint that we would have 
great success," Wolters said. 

Luyt, whose country was the second international partner to 
receive Lockheed Martin's "jack of all trades" jet, highlighted the 
F-35's asymmetric advantage over any other fielded jet. 

(The F-35 flies above the famous windmills of Kinderdijk.Photo 
courtesy the Netherlands Ministry of Defense)  

"The unparalleled situational awareness in a platform like the F-
35 brings to the fight I think something that any opponent would 
regard as a force to be reckoned with," Lt. Gen. Dennis Luyt, 
commander of the Royal Netherlands Air Force, told Business 
Insider. 
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Unlike any other fifth-generation jet, the F-35 can share what it 
sees in the battle space with counterparts, which creates a "family 
of systems." 

During his opening remarks at the AFA conference, Air Force 
Chief of Staff Gen. David Goldfein called NATO's air command 
"the strongest alliance on the planet." 
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Watch 12 B-52s take off in an 
exercise to demonstrate the 
US's 'nuclear prowess' 
Business Insider Mon, Sep 19 10:00 PM PDT  

The 5th 
Bomb Wing at Minot Air Force Base, North Dakota recently 
carried out Prairie Vigilance 16-1 by flying 12 B-52 bombers at 
once in an effort to demonstrate that the squadron could project 
conventional, or even nuclear, force "anywhere, anytime." The B-
52, first flown in the 1950s, is the Air Force's biggest and oldest 
bomber, but it is still a force to be reckoned 
with.  "Approximately 3,500 Airmen from across the wing 
demonstrated safe, secure, reliable nuclear-capable weapons 
standards and procedures," a US Air Force statement said. By 
now, the Air Force is expertly practiced at deploying the B-52 
anywhere in the world in even a moment's notice. In fact, the 
branch tricked the participating ...  
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A New Combat Vehicle That 
Swims For The Marine Corps 
Fox News 4 hours ago  

 Sign in to like  
 Reblog on Tumblr  
 Tweet  

A 
nearly 34-ton armored fighting vehicle-- that swims? Marines will 
have a new Amphibious Combat Vehicle to storm the beaches in 
future battles. Unveiled this week at the Modern Day Marine, the 
Amphibious Combat Vehicle, or the ACV 1.1, was created by 
BAE Systems and IVECO Defence. The vehicle combines a high 
degree of protection with amphibious and land capabilities. The 
new armored assault vehicle can launch from a ship at sea and 
then travel by water, ready to launch attacks on the shore. Once it 
reaches ground, it can chase enemy forces at 70 miles per hour 
and unleash some serious firepower. Currently, the Marines use 
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options like the AAV-7A1 amphibious assault vehicle to move 
from ship ... 

 

Yahoo News UK 
 

The World’s 10 Strongest Militaries 

Which nations possess the most powerful conventional armies in 
the world? Swiss finance company Credit Suisse has tried to work 
this out, using several factors to determine a country’s military 
power.  

These include how many active military personnel, tanks, 
helicopters, combat aircraft, aircraft carriers and submarines they 
have. The United States, predictably, holds the top spot but some 
of the other entries are a surprise… (Courtesy - Business Insider; 
Images - Getty)  
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No. 10: Turkey 

Budget: $18.2 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 410,500  

Tanks: 3,778  

Total aircraft: 1,020  

Submarines: 13  
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No. 9: United Kingdom 

Budget: $60.5 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 146,980  

Tanks: 407  

Total aircraft: 936  

Submarines: 10  
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No.8: Italy 

Budget: $34 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 320,000  

Tanks: 586  

Total aircraft: 760  

Submarines: 6 
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No.7: South Korea 

Budget: $62.3 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 624,465  

Tanks: 2,381  

Total aircraft: 1,412  

Submarines: 13 
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No.6: France 

Budget: $62.3 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 202,761  

Tanks: 423  

Total aircraft: 1,264  

Submarines: 10 
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No.5: India 

Budget: $50 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 1,325,000  

Tanks: 6,464  

Total aircraft: 1,905  

Submarines: 15  
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No.4: Japan 

Budget: $41.6 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 247,173  

Tanks: 678  

Total aircraft: 1,613  

Submarines: 16 
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No.3: China 

Budget: $216 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 2,333,000  

Tanks: 9,150  

Total aircraft: 2,860  

Submarines: 67  
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No.2: Russia 

Budget: $84.5 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 766,055  

Tanks: 15,398  

Total aircraft: 3,429  

Submarines: 55 
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No.1: United States 

Budget: $601 billion  

Active frontline personnel: 1,400,000  

Tanks: 8,848  

Total aircraft: 13,892  

Submarines: 72 
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Top US Navy Admiral Says 
Russia, China Defenseless 
Against US Aircraft Carriers 
© Flickr/ Official US Navy Page 
Military & Intelligence 
02:59 06.09.2016(updated 05:40 06.09.2016) Get short URL 
248647756 

Recent naval advances by China and 
Russia have been heralded by defense 
experts who contest that America’s reign 
of dominance over the high seas may be 
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coming to an end, but America’s Chief of 
Naval Operations thinks the US Navy 
remains unstoppable. 

In an interview with National Interest, Admiral John Richardson 
claimed that US aircraft carriers could operate unscathed 
within China and Russia’s anti-access area denial (A2/AD) zones 
boasting about the long standing naval superiority of America’s 
Pacific Fleet. 

 
© AFP 2016/ JIM WATSON 
Obama Crashes G20 by Warning Beijing of ‘Consequences’ in 
the South China Sea 

"This A2/AD, well, it’s certainly a goal for some of our 
competitor, but achieving that goal is much different and much 
more complicated," said Admiral Richardson. "I think there is this 
long-range precision-strike capability, but A2/AD is sort of an 
aspiration. In actual execution it’s much more difficult." 
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The statements come as military analysts increasingly believe that 
the advancements of China and Russia’s naval fleet provide 
America never before seen competition and challenge previous 
notions that the United States reigns supreme on the high seas. 

The Admiral refused to get into specifics on how the Navy would 
protect its aircraft carriers cautioning that he didn’t want to give 
away any secrets to potential adversary nations. 

 
© Sputnik/  
Obama Threatens Cyber War on Russia Turning G20 Summit 
Into a Political Event 

"It’s really a suite of capability, but I actually think we’re talking 
too much in the open about some of the things we’re doing, so I 
want to be thoughtful about how we talk about things so we don’t 
give any of our competitors an advantage," said Admiral 
Richardson. 

The chief naval officer’s discretion stands in stark contrast 
to China’s increasingly aggressive rhetoric about its maritime 
military power boasting about its indigenous "carrier 
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killer" destroyer equipped with precision-guided missiles said 
to be capable of sinking a US aircraft carrier in a single show and 
boasting a range of 810 nautical miles compared to America’s 
longest-range missiles which have a strike radius of only 550 
miles. 

China has also revolutionized its intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance capabilities (ISR) in recent years and installed 
high-tech radar systems on the disputed islands of the South 
China Sea in a bid to extend their naval reach several hundred 
miles further than ever which poses a major challenge for the 
United States Navy’s Pacific Fleet in the event that a conflict 
should break out. 

 
© AP Photo/ Aaron Favila  
Philippines Leader Duterte Blasts Obama’s Meddling, Calls Him 
a ‘Son of a B----‘ 

"The combination of ubiquitous ISR, long-range precision-strike 
weapons takes things to another level and demands a response," 
said Admiral Richardson calling China’s growing "suite 
of capabilities" a "pressing concern." 

Despite the growing challenge that both China and Russia face 
to the United States on the high seas at a time of nearly 
unprecedented regional tension, the Admiral remains confident 
that the US Navy can “inject a lot of friction into [their] system 
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at every step of the way” in order to undermine competitors strike 
capabilities. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zuu1Rj97MMY  

AMAZING RUSSIAN 
WEAPONS SHOCKED 
GENERALS of PENTAGON 
AND NATO! - HQ  

Autoplay  

Volgende video  

 Russian Military Sends Message of Force to US & NATO 
Militaryhack force 189.047 weergaven  
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10:16  

 

 Most Powerful Country in the World Even than America 
and Russia - Full Documentary Defence Updates 292.163 
weergaven  

53:19  

 NATO & Romanian Tanks & Infantry Fighting Vehicles. 
Massive NATO Build-Up In Eastern Europe. Odo Puiu 
info 1.559 weergaven 

o Nieuw 

 

20:42  
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 US Military’s new $100 Billion WEAPON that will 
dominate the World Daily Documentary Channel 257.439 
weergaven  

26:53  

 FUTURE New Project of Russian Weapons (Message to 
US Military) DRONES. NATO's "nightmare”. Military 
Channel 218.310 weergaven  

14:11  

 Russian Military Power 2016 - 2020 HD Russian Armed 
Forces 1.077.191 weergaven  

1:21:46  

 RUSSIAN Military POWER NEW $500 Billion 
WEAPONS | 2020 HD EducationalDocumentary 244.479 
weergaven  
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49:15  

 Breaking: Russia Commander Warns Of Preemptive 
Strike on NATO Forces Israeli News Live 104.883 
weergaven  

20:58  

 FUNNY: ISIS attempts to shoot down Russian jet and see 
what happens... Russia Insider 3.748.294 weergaven  

1:00  

 USA vs RUSSIA & CHINA Military Inventory 
Comparison | 2016 VSB defense 1.164.037 weergaven  
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10:03  

 US-NATO Border Confrontation with Russia Risks 
Nuclear War and Loss of European Partners 
TheRealNews 115.660 weergaven  

11:39  

 WORLDS LARGEST Tank Upgrade program to 
challenge US & NATO Military Power 
ArmedForcesUpdate 2.184.138 weergaven  

12:11  

 Swedish Military sends MOST ADVANCED air defense 
Missiles to Czech Republic ArmedForcesUpdate 337.799 
weergaven  
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5:49  

 Russia vs Europe Simulation De Bellorum Simulationibus 
63.519 weergaven  

3:40  

    Putin’s Ultimatum To USA NATO WW3 Red ALERT 
Breaking News TV. 481.002 weergaven  

20:12  
    USA & INDIA vs RUSSIA & CHINA (ww3 Scenario) 
Military Inventory Comparison | 2016 VSB defense 209.885 
weergaven  

12:11  
    US Forces And NATO Allies ln Action - Strong Exercise 
Saber Strike 16 War Clashes 1.033.973 weergaven  
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14:16  
    Izraelsko najnovije naoruzanje.ovo nama treba. by magistar 
Serbo Nimrod  
 
 

 

Arming Allies: US State 
Department Approves New 
Brand of NATO Weapons Sale 
© REUTERS/ Franciszek Mazur/Agencja Gazeta 
Military & Intelligence 
22:00 11.08.2016(updated 05:11 12.08.2016) Get short URL 
61718315 
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The US State Department has given the 
green light to a new joint arms deal with 
NATO, the first agreement of its kind. 

Last year, the US Navy announced plans to test a new way 
of selling weapons to NATO allies. 

 
© AFP 2016/ Omar haj kadour 
'There Will Be No Scandal': Europe Turns a Blind Eye on Arms 
Sales to Syrian Rebels 

Rather than sell directly to member states, the Pentagon would 
sell to the NATO Support and Procurement Agency, and the 
lethal commodities would then be distributed to alliance members 
who have pooled their resources. 

On Thursday, the US State Department approved the Navy’s plan 
to sell some $231 million worth of precision-guided missiles 
to NATO. If approved by the US Congress, it will be the first 
transaction of its kind, and could pave the way for future deals. 
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According to a statement from the Pentagon’s Defense Security 
Cooperation Agency (DSCA), the deal will include a wide range 
of munitions and bomb components. 

 
© AFP 2016/ BENOIT DOPPAGNE / BELGA 
NATO Has No Right to Dictate Turkey's Foreign Policy - 
Ambassador 

"The proposed sale improves NATO’s members’ capability 
to meet current and future ground threats with precision. They 
will use the enhanced capacity as a deterrent to regional threats, 
and to increase interoperability within contingency operations," 
the statement reads. 

"Many of the purchasing nations already have precision-guided 
munitions in their inventories and will have no difficulty 
absorbing these additional munitions." 

The package will be distributed among Belgium, Denmark, 
Greece, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, and the Czech 
Republic. 
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© REUTERS/ Kacper Pempel 
Friends With No Benefits: American Allies Fail to Add to US 
Security 

The NATO alliance has undergone a military buildup in recent 
years, citing "Russian aggression." Additional battalions have 
been deployed, and the Aegis Ashore missile system has installed 
in Poland. 

"Once NATO expansion began in the mid-1990s, it became all 
but inevitable that it would continue to do so until it encompassed 
all the territory between the original NATO member-countries 
and Russia’s borders," Gordon M. Hahn, an analyst with the 
Geostrategic Forecasting Corporation, wrote. 

"Along the way, the process has driven a wedge deeper and 
deeper between Russia and the West, creating pivotal conflicts 
along Russia’s borders in Georgia and Ukraine and thereby 
endangering both sides’ security." 

... 
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NGOs Warn Against US 'Provocative' B61-12 Bomb Plans 
Amid NATO Expansion 
Turning Over a New Leaf? Russia-NATO Relations 
Beginning to 'Brighten Up' 
NATO Secretary General Condemns North Korea's Test 
Launch of Missile – Statement 
Tags: 
arms deal, Pentagon, NATO Support and Procurement Agency, 
U.S. Department of State, NATO, Europe, United States 
 
 

 

US Nuclear-Bomber Triad in 
Pacific for First Time as China 
Reaches Boiling Point 
© Flickr/ AereiMilitari.org 
Military & Intelligence 
00:59 12.08.2016(updated 05:13 12.08.2016) Get short URL 
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With tensions in the South China Sea 
and throughout the Pacific Rim at 
increasing levels, the Obama 
Administration adds fuel to the fire by 
dispatching enough nuclear weaponry to 
kill everyone in the region. 

The United States has dispatched its three strategic bomber types 
to the Pacific region for the first time, in a bid to reassure allies 
amid growing aggression from China in the wake of the Hague-
based Court of Arbitration ruling against Beijing’s claim 
to territories in the South China Sea, and the deployment of the 
THAAD anti-missile system. 

 
© AP Photo/ Charles Platiau 
Is Edward Snowden in Danger? Spooky Tweet May Trace to 
Cryptic Bitcoin ‘911’ 

Announced Wednesday, the US Air Force will dispatch a Boeing 
B-52H Stratofortress, a Rockwell B-1B Lancer, and a Northrup 
Grumman B-2A Spirit bomber to operate concurrently in the US 
Pacific Command region in support of the Continuous Bomber 
Presence (CBP) and Bomber Assurance and Deterrence (BAAD) 
missions. 

The move by the United States supplements a sizeable 
but undisclosed number of B-52s stationed at Andersen Air Force 
Base on the Island of Guam since 2006. The move called for the 
transfer of a fleet of B-1Bs and three B-2s to be deployed 
to Andersen Air Force Base to assist with the BAAD mission. 
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The US Air Force announcement cited the need to ward 
off potential adversaries but refused to explicitly name China, 
whose growing military strength puts Beijing on other side of the 
American nuclear barrel, though the connection is "clear," 
according to IHS Jane’s Defence. Additionally, the region has 
become increasingly unstable due to a proliferation of nuclear 
weapons and ballistic missiles at the hand of the unstable regime 
of Kim Jong-Un in North Korea. 

 
© Flickr/ Fort Bragg 
South China Sea Ticking Time Bomb: Vietnam’s Mobile Rockets 
Risk Arms Race, War 

While the United States mission to deter and contain North Korea 
is understandable, the willingness of the White House to escalate 
tensions with Beijing marks a shift in the Obama 
Administration’s posture toward China, previously focused 
on strengthening defense and economic relationships 
with regional allies to provide a countervailing political force 
in the Pacific, as opposed to embarking on a path 
toward increased militarism. 

The movement of US B-1Bs, B-2As, and B-52Hs to the Pacific 
region has not only incensed of China, but has left North Korea 
feeling cornered, accusing the US of planning a preemptive 
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nuclear strike against Pyongyang, according to a report 
by Agence France-Presse (AFP). 
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Beijing Crosses Washington's 
'Red Line' in South China Sea 
© AP Photo/ Renato Etac  
Asia & Pacific 
00:29 12.08.2016(updated 05:47 12.08.2016) Get short URL 
46142441057 

The Chinese military appears to be 
dramatically increasing its presence 
around a key island in the South China 
Sea, sending a strong message to 
Washington. 

As Beijing continues its land reclamation projects in the South 
China Sea, Washington has remained adamant about one island 
in particular: Scarborough Shoal. Located northeast of the Spratly 
archipelago, it is claimed by China, Taiwan, and the Philippines, 
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and the US has maintained that any attempts to militarize the 
shoal would cross a "red line." 

 
© Flickr/ Fort Bragg 
South China Sea Ticking Time Bomb: Vietnam’s Mobile Rockets 
Risk Arms Race, War 

According to Pentagon officials, Beijing may have just crossed it. 

While China has maintained a small presence of two or three 
maritime security vessels around Scarborough Shoal, that number 
has escalated in the last few weeks. US officials familiar 
with intelligence reports tell the Washington Free Beacon that 
there are now over a dozen Chinese ships in the area. 

In addition to security vessels, Beijing will also permit hundreds 
of fishing vessels to harvest the rich waters around Scarborough 
Shoal. This tactic was similarly deployed in the East China Sea, 
where Beijing sought to legitimize its claim to the Senkakus, 
islands claimed by both China (where they are known as the 
Diaoyus) and Japan. 
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© AP Photo/ Zha Chunming 
Beijing Installs Supersonic Missiles on South China Sea’s Most 
Lethal Destroyer 

In March, US President Barack Obama met with Chinese 
counterpart Xi Jinping, issuing a stern warning against the 
militarization of Scarborough Shoal, given its strategic proximity 
to the Philippines."The signaling from the US side was that this 
was serious," a former US official, speaking on condition 
of anonymity, told the Financial Times. 

China’s apparent decision to flout that warning is likely related 
to last month’s ruling by the Hague-based Court of Arbitration. 
That decision sided against China’s nine-dash territorial claims 
in the South China Sea, a ruling that Beijing does not recognize 
as legitimate. 
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© AP Photo/ Xinhua, Zha Chunming 
South China Sea Ramp-Up: New Chinese Aircraft Carrier’s 
Shocking Combat Features 

In the wake of the ruling, both the US and China have stepped 
up combat patrols in the region. 

Earlier this week, satellite images revealed that China is building 
up its military presence in the Spratly archipelago as well, 
with new aircraft hangars at Fiery Cross, Subi, and Mischief 
Reefs. 

A highly-disputed waterway through which $5 trillion 
in international trade passes annually, most of the South China 
Sea is claimed by China, though there are overlapping claims 
by Taiwan, the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, and Vietnam. 

The United States has no claims in the region. 

09:06 GMT +3 hours12 August 2016 
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Cost of US Aegis Missile 
Interceptor Base in Poland 
Rises to $2.23Bln 
© Flickr/ U.S. Missile Defense Agency 
Military & Intelligence 
01:27 12.08.2016(updated 02:00 12.08.2016) Get short URL 
455302 

The cost of the US Aegis Ashore anti-
missile base in Poland will be brought to 
$2.23 billion. 

 
© REUTERS/ Inquam Photos/Octav Ganea 
Pivot to the Balkans: This is Where US Could Build NATO's 
Next Aegis Ashore Base 
WASHINGTON (Sputnik) — A new Missile Defense Agency 
contract to Lockheed Martin will bring the cost of the US Aegis 
Ashore anti-missile base in Poland to $2.23 billion, the US 
Department of Defense announced. 
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"Lockheed Martin Mission Systems and Training [of] 
Moorestown, New Jersey, has been awarded an $8.1 million 
modification… contract," the announcement said on Thursday. 
"The modification brings the total cumulative face value of the 
contract to $2.239 billion." 

The new contract will provide engineering support and interface 
design for Aegis Ashore test and operational systems in Poland, 
including facility and interface design, engineering support and 
procurement of spares material, the Defense Department 
explained. 

The Defense Department plans to arm its Aegis Ashore system 
to be deployed in Poland in 2018 with land-based Standard 
Missile-3 (SM-3) interceptors as part of the European missile 
shield. 

Military & Defense  
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Russian Aerospace Forces receive over 30 planes and helicopters 
in 2016  
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Two Russian cruise missile-armed ships to hold exercise in the 
Mediterranean  

 
Russian bombers hit IS chemical ammunition plant in Raqqa — 
ministry  

 
Russia’s Black Sea Fleet to practice defending naval base against 
underwater sabot 
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Japan to Lend Spy Vessels to 
Philippines as Tensions Rise in 
South China Sea 
© Flickr/ Times Asi 
Asia & Pacific 
02:07 13.08.2016(updated 05:57 13.08.2016) Get short URL 
92029317 

In a bid to stymie Chinese influence in 
the region, the Japanese government 
plans to deliver two patrol vessels to the 
Philippines, and provide surveillance 
aircraft. 
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While Tokyo has its own dispute with Beijing over a series 
of islands in the East China Sea, it will also devote resources 
to the South China Sea, aiding Manila in its territorial dispute, 
by providing ships and aircraft. 

 
© REUTERS/ U.S. Navy/Handout 
South China Sea Tensions: Japan Seeks Closer Military Ties With 
Philippines, Vietnam 

"We are talking about big-sized, 90-meter long vessels," Masato 
Ohtaka, deputy foreign press secretary for Japan’s foreign 
ministry, told reporters. 

"We are also discussing the possibility of leasing aircraft designed 
for training. They are surveillance aircraft." 

This is in addition to 10 coast guard ships promised to the 
previous administration in Manila. 

The arrangement comes as part of a renewed effort to strengthen 
military ties between the two nations that will also include Tokyo 
providing Manila with an increased number defense attaches 
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to enhance information sharing and data gathering regarding 
China’s military activities. 

 
© AP Photo/ Zha Chunming 
Chinese Media: Australia an 'Ideal Target to Strike' Over South 
China Sea 

Beijing has constructed a series of artificial islands in the South 
China Sea that the United States and its Pacific allies claim are an 
attempt to militarize the region. China maintains that it has every 
right to build within its own territory and that the islands will be 
used primarily for civilian purposes. 

The Hague-based Court of Arbitration recently sided with the 
Philippines against China’s nine-dash territorial line in the South 
China Sea, though Beijing does not view the decision 
as legitimate. 

As a result, both China and the United States have increased 
combat patrols through the highly-contested region through which 
roughly $5 trillion in international trade passes annually. 
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© AP Photo/ Xinhua, Wang Cunfu, File 
South China Sea Parties Need 'Cooling-Off Period' to Reach 
Agreement 

Intelligence sources told the Washington Free Beacon earlier this 
week that Beijing has increased its number of security vessels 
around Scarborough Shoal, effectively crossing a "red line" set 
by the Obama administration. 

"We are very concerned," Ohtaka said, adding that, "It’s not 
getting better in the East China Sea." 

Improved relations between Manila and Tokyo extend 
beyond military capabilities. Japan is discussing providing the 
Philippines with a $2.4 billion loan to create a new railway 
to ease traffic congestion in Manila. 

"This is one of the biggest projects Japan has ever embarked 
upon using the yen loan," Ohtaka said. 

... 
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South China Sea Buildup: Secrets Revealed for Beijing’s New 
Aircraft Carrier 
Chinese Fighter Jets Patrol Disputed Islands in South China 
Sea 
China Building Up Military Presence at South China Sea 
Disputed Islands 
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Russian Defense Ministry publishes first flight footage of new 
generation fighter  

 
Russian troops in Crimea receive S-400 antiaircraft missile 
system  
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Armored trains to take part in south Russia drills first time in 15 
years  

 
Russian Aerospace Force receives over 30 planes and helicopters 
in 2016  
 
 
More: 
http://tass.ru/en 

Russia deploys S-400 missile system to 
Crimea 

Fri Aug 12, 2016 2:1PM 
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Russia’s S-400 air defense missile systems roll at the Red Square 
during a military parade in the capital Moscow on May 7, 2016. 
©AFP  

Russia has deployed a regiment of its advanced S-400 air 
defense missile system to Crimea as a dispute 
deepens between Moscow and Kiev over the security situation 
in the Black Sea peninsula. 

Russian news agencies made the announcement on Friday, citing 
a statement from Russia’s Defense Ministry. 

The ministry had earlier in the day announced that its navy would 
start to hold three-day military exercises in the Black Sea to 
practice repelling underwater attacks by saboteurs. 

Russia's Black Sea Fleet based in Crimea is taking part in the 
military exercises. More than 10 warships, MI-8 and Ka-27PS 
helicopters are participating in the training. 

“During the drill we are going to practice the issues of both 
operational and technical support. These include operations to 
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counter underwater sabotage, navigational and hydrographic 
exercise, search and rescue missions,” said Russian Navy 
Commander Admiral Viktor Chirkov. 

'Ties with Ukraine could be severed' 

Meanwhile, Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said on 
Friday that Moscow could break diplomatic relations with Kiev 
over the security incidents in Crimea. 

Russian Prime Minister 
Dmitry Medvedev (AFP Photo) 

Russian state news agencies quoted the prime minister as saying 
that he is not interested in severing the ties, but "if there is no 
other way to change the situation, the president could take this 
step." 

The Russian Federal Security Service said on Wednesday that it 
had thwarted an incursion by the Ukrainian military into Crimea 
over the weekend, saying two Russians were killed in the 
incident. 

Ukraine’s defense intelligence rejected Russia’s claim over the 
incursion, saying it was based on “fake information.” 
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The Friday statement by Russia’s Defense Ministry came two 
days after President Vladimir Putin ordered measures to ramp up 
security in Crimea. 

The Kremlin said in a statement on Thursday that the Russian 
president held a meeting with his security chiefs to review 
“additional measures for ensuring security for citizens and 
essential infrastructure in Crimea.” 

“Scenarios were carefully considered for anti-terrorist security 
measures at the land border, in the waters and in the airspace of 
Crimea,” the statement read. 

The UN Security Council also held a closed-door meeting on 
Thursday at Ukraine's request to discuss the growing tensions. 

The developments have ratcheted up tensions and prompted fears 
of a possible wider conflict. 

People in Ukraine’s Black Sea peninsula of Crimea voted for 
rejoining the Russian Federation in a referendum in March 2014. 
The move angered the West which branded it as Moscow’s 
annexation of the territory. 
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‘Previously denied reports of American troops on the 
ground in Libya have finally been confirmed by the 
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Pentagon. The military admitted a “small number” of 
US forces in of Libya to support the local ones after 
launching airstrikes on ISIS targets. 

A “small number of US forces have gone in and out of 
Libya to exchange information with these local forces 
in established joint operations centers, and they will 
continue to do so as we strengthen the fight against 
[Islamic State] and other terrorist organizations,” The 
Hill quoted Deputy Defense Press Secretary Gordon 
Trowbridge as saying on Wednesday.’ 

Read more: US ground troops are in Libya, Pentagon 
admits 

Britain Not Officially At War But Fully 
Engaged On The Front-line Of Deadly 
War Zones  

By David on 12 August 2016 GMT War and Terror  
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‘In 2011, as parliament was asked to approve military 
deployment in Libya, William Hague, Secretary of 
State at the time, promised that the government would 
“enshrine in law for the future the necessity of 
consulting parliament on military action”. 

This was supposedly to be an historic pledge – the 
first time the House of Commons’ role in the very 
serious decisions the government takes on war and 
peace was to be formalised. Clearly, there was no 
appetite for world peace. Frenzied lobbyists for 
weapons manufacturers got to work, soon after, 
members of parliament whose pensions depend in part 
on war dropped Hague’s proposal. 

Read more: Britain Not Officially At War But Fully 
Engaged On The Front-line Of Deadly War Zones 
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No permanent strategic 
bombers & nukes in Syria but 
Khmeimim base to be enlarged 
– Russian senator  
Published time: 11 Aug, 2016 11:19 
Get short URL 

 
The first group of Russian aircraft from the Hmeimim Airbase 
departs for home bases in Russia. © Ministry of defence of the 
Russian Federation / Sputnik  
AddThis Sharing Buttons 
Share to Facebook894Share to TwitterShare to RedditShare to 
StumbleUponShare to Google+Share to Tumblr 
Russia’s military base in Khmeimim, Syria, will be converted to 
make it a permanent site, a Russian senator has said. After various 
questions are agreed with the Syrian authorities, the base will 
have extended operational capabilities.  
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Moscow is committed to project its military power into Syria and 
transform the Khmeimim airfield into a full-fledged military base 
with a permanently deployed task force, Deputy Head of the 
Upper House Committee for Defense and Security Frants 
Klintsevich told Izvestia daily. 

The task force currently deployed at Khmeimim “is sufficient, yet 
it could be expanded in accordance with bilateral agreements” 
with Syria, the senator noted. 

The Khmeimim base requires renovation of its infrastructure, the 
installation of new stationary air traffic control systems and 
modernization of the airfield to enable it to accommodate all 
types of military aircraft, including strategic aviation. 

“Nuclear weapons and heavy [strategic] bombers will not be 
deployed there on a permanent basis, because it would contradict 
international agreements and raise repudiatory ire,” Klintsevich 
said. 

A source in Russia’s Defense Ministry told Izvestia that plans to 
expand Khmeimim’s infrastructure surfaced late 2015, yet could 
not be initiated due to legal issues. 

Now that the legal status of the airfield is set to be approved, 
major renovation work will be launched to build modern 
infrastructure and refurbish the facility’s electronic equipment 
and security installations. 

Khmeimim air base will get new quarters, canteens, a hospital and 
other infrastructure facilities to make the lives of the servicemen 
deployed there more comfortable. 
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Military engineers will broaden parking areas and aircraft shelters 
- where warplanes will be stationed by squadrons – and will 
organize receiving areas for heavy military cargo An-124 Ruslan 
jumbo jets. 

Protected emplaced positions will be set for Pantsir-S and S-400 
Triumph air defense systems protecting Khmeimim from 
airstrikes and rocket attacks. 

Russia deployed its task force to Khmeimim in September, 
assisting Syrian troops in their fight against international terrorist 
forces. Several thousand sorties of Russian warplanes changed the 
situation on the battlefield, forcing the terrorists broadly onto the 
defensive. 

“Russia realizes that if left unattended, the massive terrorist 
threat will eventually get it,” Izvestia daily quotes Senator 
Klintsevich as saying. “We have to do what we can.” 

“When making a deal to stand together with the West failed, we 
[decided to] cement relations with regional players: Syria, Iran 
and Iraq,” Klintsevich said, stressing that Khmeimim air base 
will maintain the security of both Russia and its allies. 

The Persian Gulf monarchies will most likely be displeased with 
President Vladimir Putin's decision to keep a task force in Syria 
permanently, torpedoing as it does their plans for the future of 
Syria and its president, Bashar Assad. 

“The problem with Saudi Arabia is that the Saudi government, 
the Saudi kingdom, is essentially reliant on the support of what 
we considered to be extremist religious types. As a result they’ve 
become an asset of the [Saudi] government,” former CIA officer 
Philip Giraldi told RT. 
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READ MORE: ‘US-supported Arab Spring created power 
vacuum across Middle East’ 

The air-cushion small landing ship Mordovia and servicemen of 
coastal defence troops at the Baltic Fleets's range in Kaliningrad 
Region Over 4,000 Russian Coastal Troops Involved in Snap 
Inspection © Sputnik/ Igor Zarembo Military & Intelligence 
08:22 26.08.2016(updated 08:23 26.08.2016) Get short URL 
010910 More than 4,000 personnel and some 300 units of military 
equipment of Russia's Black Sea Fleet and Caspian Flotilla are 
involved in snap combat readiness inspections. MOSCOW 
(Sputnik) – Over 4,000 servicemen and about 300 units of 
military equipment of the Russian Black Sea Fleet and the 
Caspian Flotilla coastal troops are taking part in snap combat 
readiness inspections, the Russian Defense Ministry informs. "In 
total, over 4,000 military servicemen and about 300 units of 
military equipment are being involved in the implementation of 
tasks of the snap inspection," the ministry’s press service said in a 
Friday statement. T-90 and T-80 tanks © Sputnik/ Ramil Sitdikov 
8,000 Russian Southern Military District Servicemen Take Part in 
Snap Drills Earlier on Friday, the Defense Ministry informed that 
over 15 combat ships of the Russian Black Sea Fleet and more 
than 10 vessels of the Caspian Flotilla have sailed out as part of 
ongoing snap inspections. The August 25-31 inspections are 
running across Russia's Southern, Western and Central military 
districts, as well as the Northern Fleet, Aerospace Forces and 
Airborne Troops. ... 10 Related: Black Sea Fleet, Caspian Flotilla 
on Alert as Part of Combat Readiness Check Russia’s Caspian 
Flotilla Ships Perform Shooting Exercises - Defense Ministry 
Watch How Drills of Legendary Russia's Caspian Flotilla Ended 
Russia’s Caspian Flotilla Fires Kalibr Cruise Missiles During 
Drills Tags: military drills, Russian Caspian Flotilla, Russian 
Armed Forces, Russian Baltic Fleet, Russia 
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Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/military/20160826/1044653330/russia-
coastal-troops-drills.html 
 

 
 
Scandinavian Power: First Female Recruits of Norway's Army 
Scandinavian Power: First Female Recruits of Norway's Army 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/military/20160826/1044653330/russia-
coastal-troops-drills.html 
Scandinavian Power: First Female Recruits of Norway's Army 
Scandinavian Power: First Female Recruits of Norway's Army 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/military/20160826/1044653330/russia-
coastal-troops-drills.html 
Scandinavian Power: First Female Recruits of Norway's Army 
15:42 25.08.2016(updated 15:44 25.08.2016) Get short URL 
033001418 News LatestMost ReadMost Discussed 08:47At Least 
21 Killed, 16 Injured as Bus Falls Into River in Nepal 
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08:41Casualties Feared in Southeast Turkey Police HQ Bomb 
Blast (VIDEO) 08:22Over 4,000 Russian Coastal Troops 
Involved in Snap Inspection 08:158,000 Russian Southern 
Military District Servicemen Take Part in Snap Drills 08:101,000 
rights to women. Now, the country’s parliament voted for 
compulsory female military service. Norway has become the first 
NATO member to introduce compulsory military service for 
women as well as for men. The first female recruits have already 
joined the ranks in the Norwegian Army’s Armored Battalion in 
Setermoen, northern Norway. 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/photo/20160825/1044619469/norway-
compulsary-military-service.html 
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Cartoons Blogs Live Search BREAKING: One Policeman Killed, 
25 People Wounded by Car Bombing in Turkey's Cizre T-90 and 
T-80 tanks 8,000 Russian Southern Military District Servicemen 
Take Part in Snap Drills © Sputnik/ Ramil Sitdikov Military & 
Intelligence 08:15 26.08.2016(updated 08:16 26.08.2016) Get 
short URL 010710 Some 8,000 servicemen and over 2,000 units 
of wheeled and tracked vehicles are taking part in snap combat 
readiness drills in Russia. MOSCOW (Sputnik) – About 8,000 
Russian servicemen from the Southern Military District, as well 
as more than 2,000 units of military equipment are involved in 
snap combat readiness drills currently taking place in the country, 
the district’s press service informs. "About 8,000 military 
servicemen and over 2,000 units of wheeled and tracked vehicles 
are involved in the training activities," the press service of the 
Southern Military District said in a Friday statement. Caspian 
Flotilla ships Ministry of defence of the Russian Federation Over 
Two Dozen Russian Black Sea, Caspian Ships Sail Out as Part of 
Snap Check Snap combat readiness inspections are running across 
Russia's Southern, Western and Central military districts, as well 
as the Northern Fleet, Aerospace Forces and Airborne Troops on 
August 25-31. Earlier on Friday, the Russian Defense Ministry 
said that over 4,000 servicemen and about 300 units of military 
equipment of the Russian Black Sea Fleet and the Caspian Flotilla 
coastal troops are taking part in the snap combat readiness drills. 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/military/20160826/1044653215/russia-
snap-drills-south.html 
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North Korean leader Kim Jong Un guides on the spot the 
underwater test-fire of strategic submarine ballistic missile in this 
undated photo released by North Korea's Korean Central News 
Agency (KCNA) in Pyongyang on April 24, 2016 Experts Warn 
North Korea’s Nuclear Arsenal Progressing Rapidly © 
REUTERS/ KCNA Asia & Pacific 00:16 26.08.2016(updated 
08:29 26.08.2016) Get short URL 1106583 A new report claims 
that North Korea’s ballistic missile tests are paying off, and that 
the DPRK’s arsenal could soon be capable of striking Japan. On 
Wednesday, Pyongyang conducted the latest in a series of missile 
tests, launching a projectile from a submarine in the Sea of Japan. 
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un called the test a success. North 
Korean leader Kim Jong Un watches the rocket launch (File) © 
REUTERS/ KCNA Kim Jong-un: North Korea Fully Capable of 
Launching Nuclear Strike "[North Korea] joined the front rank of 
the military powers fully equipped with nuclear attack capability," 
he said. A new report, by the US Korea Institute at the Paul H. 
Nitze School of Advanced International Studies at John Hopkins 
University, appears to agree. "North Korea conducted what 
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appears to be a successful test of a Bukkeukseong (Polaris-1, KN-
11) submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM)," reads the 
report, posted to 38 North. "This was the third test of the KN-11 
this year alone and the most successful to date." The report also 
suggests that if North Korea’s ballistic missile progress continues, 
it could strike regional targets in just a few years. A military 
vehicle carries DF-21D missile past a display screen featuring an 
image of the Great Wall of China at Tiananmen Square in Beijing 
on September 3, 2015 © AFP 2016/ GREG BAKER New Arms 
Race: China, US Prepare for Missile Warfare "The North is 
demonstrating a nascent capability to strike at South Korea with 
an SLBM, thereby complicating ballistic missile defense planning 
and operations," the report reads. "Assuming the current rate of 
development, while North Korea still faces significant 
technological challenges including building a new class of 
submarine to carry the missile, it is on track to develop the 
capability to strike targets in the region – including Japan – by 
2020." These SLBMs, with a range of roughly 1,800 miles, would 
be an addition to the Pyongyang’s existing stockpile of Nodong 
missiles, that have a range of approximately 800 miles. Missiles, 
of course, are only half of the equation. According to Takushoku 
University professor Hideshi Takesada, North Korea needs four 
SLBM-capable submarines in order to deploy successfully. The 
North is already in possession of one Romeo-class submarine, and 
is building others, according to Takesada, speaking to The Japan 
Times. North Korea is increasing its production of plutonium and 
highly enriched uranium, which could allow Pyongyang have 
enough material for 79 nuclear bombs by 2020 © Sputnik/ Marc 
Bennetts How to Stop Worrying: Why Pyongyang’s Nuclear 
Tests Are Less Dangerous Than the Panic They Cause This fleet 
will likely be ready in 2020. Takesada claims that Pyongyang’s 
range could stretch even further than Japan. With submarine 
capabilities, the North could, in theory, attack Hawaii. Since the 
start of this year, North Korea has been at the center of 
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international attention in view of its active missile testing. 
Pyongyang’s January nuclear test and a long-range rocket launch 
in February resulted in the tightening of sanctions against North 
Korea in a new UN Security Council resolution adopted in 
March. 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/asia/20160826/1044648323/north-korea-
nuclear-arsenal.html 

 
 
 
 
 
ary & Intelligence 06:01 27.08.2016(updated 06:07 27.08.2016) 
Get short URL 137980 The crews of Russian Aerospace Forces of 
the Western and Central military districts have started to relocate 
aviation equipment amid an ongoing snap combat readiness 
inspection. Paratroopers gathered round a Mil Mi-26 helicopter 
during drills involving the airforce of the Western Military 
District, Pskov Region, Russia © Sputnik/ Igor Russak Russian 
Military Units Sent South as Part of Snap Drills MOSCOW 
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(Sputnik) – The crews of Russian Aerospace Forces of the 
Western and Central military districts have started to relocate 
aviation equipment to airfields in the Southern Military District 
amid an ongoing snap combat readiness inspection, the Russian 
Defense Ministry informs. "Fighter and bomber aircraft as well as 
transport-combat and attack helicopters will perform a flight over 
a distance of 500 to 2,500 kilometers [310-1,553 miles]. The Il-76 
military transport aircraft are performing the transfer of technical 
staff and aviation units, airfield and special equipment," the 
ministry’s press service informed on Saturday. Snap combat 
readiness inspections are running across Russia's Southern, 
Western and Central military districts, as well as the Northern 
Fleet, Aerospace Forces and Airborne Troops on August 25-31. 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/military/20160827/1044684326/russia-
aerospace-snap-drills-relocate.html 
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S-400 Triumph (SA-21 Growler) air defense system setting up for 
launch Russian S-300, S-400 Air Defense Systems Put on Combat 
Duty in New Areas © Sputnik/ Valeriy Melnikov Military & 
Intelligence 08:14 27.08.2016Get short URL 036311 Russian S-
300 and S-400 air defense systems of the Southern Military 
District are starting combat duty in new position areas as part of 
snap combat readiness drills, the Russian Defense Ministry 
informs. MOSCOW (Sputnik) – The air defense systems will be 
used several kilometers away from their permanent deployment 
sites and "will start maintenance work on the equipment and enter 
combat duty" upon their arrival, the ministry’s press service said 
on Saturday. Snap combat readiness inspections are running 
across Russia's Southern, Western and Central military districts, 
as well as the Northern Fleet, Aerospace Forces and Airborne 
Troops on August 25-31. The S-400 Triumf Mobile Multiple 
Anti-Aircraft Missile System (AAMS) © Sputnik/ The S-400 
Triumf Mobile Multiple Anti-Aircraft Missile System (AAMS) ... 
11 Related: Russian Military Units Sent South as Part of Snap 
Drills 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/military/20160827/1044685001/s-300-s-
400.html 
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orld Politics Business Opinion Life Tech Radio Multimedia 
Cartoons Blogs Live Search Smoke rises from the Syrian border 
town of Jarablus as it is pictured from the Turkish town of 
Karkamis, in the southeastern Gaziantep province, Turkey, 
August 24, 2016 Russian Defense Ministry Officials Could Soon 
Visit Turkey for Talks on Syria © REUTERS/ Stringer Middle 
East 06:57 27.08.2016Get short URL 032221 High-ranking 
officials from the Russian Defense Ministry could soon visit 
Ankara for talks on the Syrian issue, the Russian Kommersant 
newspaper reports. Smoke rises from the Syrian border town of 
Jarablus as it is pictured from the Turkish town of Karkamis, in 
the southeastern Gaziantep province, Turkey, August 24, 2016 © 
REUTERS/ Stringer Turkey’s Attempts to Change Power 
Balance in Syria 'Will be a Big Concern for Russia' MOSCOW 
(Sputnik) – Turkey and Russia are currently engaged in a "rather 
tight exchange of different kinds of information," constantly 
maintaining contact, a Russian Defense Ministry source told the 
newspaper on Saturday, not excluding that Russian officials could 
soon come to Turkey. On Friday, Russian President Vladimir 
Putin held telephone talks with his Turkish counterpart Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan, discussing the situation in Syria. The talks were 
initiated at the Turkish side's request and focused on the broad 
military and humanitarian situation in Syria, especially in the war-
torn city of Aleppo. Ankara announced on Wednesday that 
Turkish forces, backed by US-led coalition aircraft, had begun a 
military operation dubbed Euphrates Shield to clear the Syrian 
border town of Jarabulus of militants from the Islamic State 
(ISIL, also known as Daesh) jihadist group, outlawed in many 
countries. Turkish media reported on Friday that a planned visit 
of head of the Russian General Staff, Gen. Valery Gerasimov, to 
Turkey had been postponed. Also on Friday, Russian Foreign 
Minister Sergei Lavrov discussed the Syrian issue with US 
Secretary of State John Kerry in Geneva. 
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Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/middleeast/20160827/1044684638/russia-
defence-ministry-turkey-syria.html 
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NOW FINLAND TOO! Local Councils Warning 
Citizens "Stockpile Food & Water - Prepare" as US 
TANKS go on the move!  

Post by Newsroom  
- Aug 26, 2016  
- 6  
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First it was Germany, last Saturday (20 Aug) which began 
warning its citizens to "stockpile 10 days worth of food & 
water."  One day later, the Czech Republic warned its citizens 
"prepare for the worst."  Now Finland is warning its citizens too . 
. . "stockpile large quantities of food and water, something bad is 
coming."  The warnings are being issued word-of-mouth 
throughout Finland, and being done very quietly but 
quickly.   Finland shares a 1300 mile border with Russia as shown 
below. 
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If these warnings were coming from some conspiracy web site, 
we could all laugh them off.  They're not.  These warnings are 
coming from official government entities in Europe and they 
come at a time when tensions are rising everywhere. 

In eastern Europe, fighting inside Ukraine has reached a fevered 
pitch, with Russian-Separatists battling to "liberate" eastern 
Ukraine to become part of Russia.  Ukrainian Army troops are 
having a very tough time with these rebels, who are being 
supplied by Russia with the latest weapons, including tanks and 
rocket launchers. 

Early last week, Russia has deployed 40,000 troops to the border 
between Crimea and Ukraine, and another 30,000 troops on its 
border with Latvia and the other Baltic nations.  Yesterday 
morning, Russia called a snap military drill -- for about two-thirds 
of their entire country!  Massive troop readiness activities are still 
taking place in those Russian military districts as shown on the 
map below. 
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Eight hours ago, in Germany, two full trainloads of US 
Army  M1A2 Abrams Tanks were being loaded onto TWO 
trains in Grafenwohr, Germany, being sent to a destination 
unknown.  Clearly, moving this type of heavy armor is not 
something anyone does for fun.  The trains - shown below - 
departed Grafenwohr heading east and southeast. 
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In the middle east, Turkey just committed an illegal act of 
aggression by sending tanks and troops across its border into 
Syria - despite being told months ago by the syrian government 
"any foreign troops entering Syria without permission of the 
Syrian government WILL BE ATTACKED."  As many of you 
may be aware, Syria is an ally of Russia and the two countries are 
working together to stop US-backed rebels from overthrowing 
Syrian President Bashar Assad.  Whether the Russians and 
Syrians will actually attack the Turks entering Syria remains to be 
seen, but yesterday, Russia asked Iraq to close its northern 
airports due to an upcoming "large Russian military operation in 
Syria."  Ominous! 

In the far east, China is making large naval moves to arm and 
expand islands in the South China Sea which are more than 800 
miles from the Chinese coast, even though the World Court at the 
Hague has ruled that China has no historical or legal claim to any 
islands in that region. 

Also in the far east, China has flatly warned Japan to not take part 
in the "U.S.-backed freedom of Navigation maneuvers in the 
South China Sea, or face Chinese Military action!"  An actual 
direct threat! 

Last, but certainly not least in the far east, North Korea again 
threatened "pre-emptive nuclear attack" upon South Korea (and 
the USA) over military drills being conducted between South 
Korea and the US. 

The only people who are NOT being told about all of this are the 
American People; who are being left blissfully unaware that the 
world is rapidly approaching all-out war -- and much of it is being 
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caused by the actions of the Obama administration in Ukraine, in 
Syria, in South Korea, and in the South China Sea.  It's almost as 
though the US federal government is actually TRYING to start 
World War 3.  If they succeed, we'll all be lucky to live through 
it. 

SuperStation95 urges Americans to stockpile food and water, 
especially long-term items like canned meats, canned vegetables, 
large bags of rice, bags of beans, flour, grains, powdered 
milk.  We also urge Americans to arm yourselves and make 
certain to have ammunition.  Naturally, having some emergency 
supplies like flashlights, portable radios, spare batteries, an 
electric generator with spare fuel and a First Aid Kit is also a 
good idea.  Most of all, pay attention to what's taking place; your 
life could depend on it. 

Czech Republic & Hungary push for 
joint European army  

By David on 27 August 2016 GMT War and Terror  
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‘The drive to create a joint European army appears to 
be gaining momentum with the Czech Republic and 
Hungary both speaking out in favor of deeper defense 
ties on the continent, in moves which are likely to rile 
NATO. 

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban, who has 
championed the move to create a joint defense force 
on a number of occasions, says that a joint European 
army was needed to ensure security. 

“We should list the issue of security as a priority, and 
we should start setting up a common European army,” 
he said on Friday, during a meeting between 
Hungarian, Czech, Polish, Slovak leaders and German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel in Warsaw, as cited by 
Retuers.’ 

Read more: Czech Republic & Hungary push for joint 
European army 

HomeAmerica 

Police take step toward 
creating ‘wanted’ posters from 
DNA, thanks to new study  
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Published time: 27 Aug, 2016 04:35Edited time: 27 Aug, 2016 
04:36 
Get short URL 

 
© Henry Romero / Reuters  
It’s no secret that there is a genetic aspect to our looks ‒ how 
many times have you heard you look like a relative? It turns out 
that specific genetic mutations are responsible for many facial 
features, from nose size to face width, a new study finds.  

Researchers led by John Shaffer, assistant professor of human 
genetics at the University of Pittsburgh, analyzed the genomes of 
more than 3,000 people with European ancestry. The subjects 
then had 3D scans done of their faces, which the scientists used to 
focus on 20 different facial traits, including measurements and 
sizes across different areas of the face.  

The team then employed genotyping to compare the traits from 
their sample group to nearly a million variations across the 
genome to find any associations. 
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Set of 20 linear distance measurements used in the current study 
© John Shaffer, et al  

They found seven genome-wide associations for five different 
facial traits: forehead width; eye width; nose width and length; 
and the distance from the middle of the eyes to the ear. 

“What is exciting is that many of these associations involve 
chromosomal regions harboring genes with known craniofacial 
function,” said study co-author Seth Weinberg, an assistant 
professor at Pitt’s School of Dental Medicine, according to The 
Mirror. “Such findings can provide insights into the role genes 
play in the formation of the face and improve our understanding 
of the causal factors leading to certain craniofacial birth defects." 

The study, which was published on the website of the PLOS 
Genetics journal on Thursday, built on a 2014 study by Mark 
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Shriver, a professor of biological anthropology at Pennsylvania 
State University, and Peter Claes, a post-doc researcher at the 
Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium, published in the same 
journal, called “Modeling 3D Facial Shape from DNA.” 

Such findings can help not just with understanding birth defects 
and “syndromes in which the face is affected,” but also with 
fighting crime. As far back as the 2004 Madrid train bombings, 
DNA has been used to find out more about suspects. In that case, 
forensic geneticists were able to correctly deduce the ancestry of a 
suspect, New Scientist reported in 
2009.                                                                                                 
  

Since then, the technology and geneticists’ knowledge have only 
improved. When Shriver and Claes published their work in 2014, 
New Scientist asked them to predict the appearance of one of the 
magazine’s former reporters based on a scan of her DNA 
performed by the company 23andMe. 

Mugshots created from nothing but DNA http://t.co/edbOKze4xI 
Judge for yourself how well they match reality 

pic.twitter.com/w7CcWWFFZr 

— New Scientist (@newscientist) March 21, 2014 

“I believe that in five to 10 years’ time, we will be able to 
computationally predict a face,” Claes said at the time. 

His prediction may have been far too conservative: Last January, 
police in Columbia, South Carolina, released a computer-
generated image of a suspect based only on DNA found at the 
scene. It was the first time a sketch was built on genetics, 
according to the New York Times. 
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Parabon NanoLabs, which created the image, has offered its 
services to other law enforcement agencies. It currently has 19 
more images of suspects in its composite gallery. 

 

Of course, one of the reasons that such DNA-based reconstruction 
hasn’t gone mainstream for creating wanted posters is that the 
original study was too small, and didn’t cover enough different 
populations to be sure that the variants they found were 
statistically reliable, Claes said. 

Yet the researchers at Pitt believe that their study has brought 
forensics closer to that goal. 

"Our ability to connect specific genetic variants to ubiquitous 
facial traits can inform our understanding of normal and 
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abnormal craniofacial development, provide potential predictive 
models of evolutionary changes in human facial features, and 
improve our ability to create forensic facial reconstructions from 
DNA," they wrote. 

Hey guest, welcome to RT! Sign up and become a member. 
Popular In the Community  
 
Ship with over 100 on board evacuated in Siberian river 
Yuri Ivanovich 3  
Living in Siberia isn't for the weak.  Even in Summer, the weather 
can be harsh.  I hope everyone is safe.  
 
 
Batman in Russia? This epic Batmobile just turned up in Moscow 
(VIDEO, PHOTOS) 
Orange Anchor 4  
Russians don't differentiate. If it's cool, it's cool, western, eastern, 
northern, southern or domestic. Thats a normal reaction of a 
human being who's truly free  
 
 
Running a 'fever': FBI and police Stingray surveillance 
partnership revealed in docs 
Yuri Ivanovich 3  
It's as if the government is at war with its people.  They are using 
the same type of tactics.  
 
 
Kabul’s American University ‘represents everything terrorists 
hate’ 
Green Mustache 1  
Of course they hate the university. It is American, and America 
has destroyed their lives, assassinated their families and friends, 
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has disabled 1000s of their relatives and children. The Americans 
deserve the hatred and deaths / disabilities levied upon them, by 
anyone, not only the so-called "terrorists". The American military 
are the terrorists. The rest of humanity is trying to survive the 
onslaught of Obama's worldwide ethnic cleansing and massive 
genocide.  
 

 
 
 

Word Games: What The NSA Means By 
'Targeted' Surveillance Under Section 
702  

By David on 27 August 2016 GMT Big Brother  
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‘We all know that the NSA uses word games to hide 
and downplay its activities. Words like “collect,” 
“conversations,” “communications,” and even 
“surveillance” have suffered tortured definitions that 
create confusion rather than clarity. 

There’s another one to watch: “targeted” v. “mass” 
surveillance. 

Since 2008, the NSA has seized tens of billions of 
Internet communications. It uses the Upstream and 
PRISM programs—which the government claims are 
authorized under Section 702 of the FISA 
Amendments Act—to collect hundreds of millions of 
those communications each year. The scope is 
breathtaking, including the ongoing seizure and 
searching of communications flowing through key 
Internet backbone junctures,[1]the searching of 
communications held by service providers like Google 
and Facebook, and, according to the government’s 
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own investigators, the retention of significantly more 
than 250 million Internet communications per year.’ 

Read more: Word Games: What The NSA Means By 
‘Targeted’ Surveillance Under Section 702 

You're in the Army Now! Sweden Considers Gender-Neutral 
Draft © Photo: Youtube/Jose R. Simoes Europe 16:42 
01.09.2016Get short URL 135820 Less than a decade after 
scrapping conscription, Sweden may see a return to compulsory 
military service, this time for both men and women, in an attempt 
to beat the vanishing staff numbers in the military. Norwegian 
Military Girl's Camp © Flickr/ Metziker Gender-Neutral 
Norwegian Army Welcomes Its First Female Recruits Sweden's 
Social Democrat-Green government launched an inquiry in order 
to propose a re-introduction of the gender-neutral draft, Swedish 
newspaper Svenska Dagbladet reported. The new model is 
expected be a softer version of Sweden's former draft system, as 
only several thousand people from each year group will be drafted 
into compulsory service. In addition, people will be able to 
volunteer for military service. Swedish Defense Minister Peter 
Hultqvist acknowledged as far back as in 2014 that the 
government was considering a return to a conscription army in 
order to beat severe staff shortages. In a parliamentary debate in 
spring, Hultqvist stressed that the defense could not handle 
recruitment on a voluntary basis. Earlier this year, the Swedish 
Armed Forces were reportedly short around 7,500 soldiers, sailors 
and officers (more than a third of the total organization). 
Understaffing has been a severe problem in the past few years, 
despite large recruitment campaigns with television ads and 
billboards. According to former member of the parliamentary 
defense committee Annika Nordgren Christensen, Sweden has 
been inspired by its fellow Scandinavian countries. Earlier this 
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year, Norway welcomed its first female recruits who were drafted 
according to the new gender-neutral program, championed by 
Defense Minister Ine Eriksen Søreide "The task is to find out how 
we can create a voluntary system which could possibly be 
combined with service duty, as they have in Norway and 
Denmark," Nordgren Christensen told Svenska Dagbladet. Al-
Azharskolan © Photo: Facebook/Al-Azharskolan Equality Gone 
Wrong: Sexual Apartheid in Swedish Schools Becomes Reality 
Sweden had conscription for all males for the whole 20th century, 
before finally ditching it in 2010 under the center-right 
government, led by the Conservative Party, with only a three-vote 
margin. Before the draft was ultimately abandoned, the 
compulsory service obligation was reduced to ten months. During 
the 1980s, the Swedish Army had a size of around 180,000 
soldiers, with 85 percent of Swedish males entering military 
service. The end of the Cold War saw massive staff cutbacks, 
which, together with the abandonment of the draft system led to a 
dramatic shrinkage. Today, the Swedish Army only numbers 
some 20,000 active soldiers, of them 84 percent men and 16 
percent women. Earlier this year, a survey carried out by pollster 
Ipsos on behalf of Swedish daily newspaper Dagens Nyheter, 
revealed that 72 percent of Swedes would support conscription, as 
opposed to 16 percent of respondents who said it was a bad idea. 
According to the Svenska Dagbladet, the government report is 
expected to suggest that all Swedish 17-year-olds should next 
year fill out a questionnaire for future recruitment in the Armed 
Forces, whereupon the selected teenagers will be advised to 
enroll. ... 20 Related: Scandinavian Power: First Female Recruits 
of Norway's Army Double Tides: Sweden Seeking Workforce 
Abroad Despite 'Labor Influx' Terror Threat Gets Swedish Navy 
to Fish for Homemade Bombs Swedish Evangelical Church to 
Bomb Daesh With Bibles Sweden's Doubling of Iraq Force 
Dismissed as 'Inadequate' 
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Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/europe/20160901/1044855314/sweden-
conscription-women.html 
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Live Search Kalibr cruise missiles fired at Jabhat Al-Nusra from 
Mediterranean Sea India’s Plan to Purchase Kalibr Missile From 
Russia Show ‘Lasting Relations’ © Photo: Ministry of defence of the 
Russian Federation Asia & Pacific 17:31 01.09.2016(updated 19:54 
01.09.2016) Get short URL 21494110 India plans on purchasing the 
Kalibr cruise missiles from Russia, according to Izvestia newspaper, 
quoting a diplomatic source. It is a significant step in boosting 
Indian-Russian cooperation. Sputnik spoke to President of the 
Indian Business Alliance Sammy Kotwani. Recent years have 
witnessed rapid growth in all aspects of bilateral partnership. In 
spite of Russia being India's main trading partner in the military and 
technical sphere, Moscow and Delhi are also close allies in the 
spheres of science, culture and ecology. “All Indian people know that 
Russia has been our best friend. After Vladimir Putin became the 
president of Russia, the friendship has been taken to greater 
heights,” Kotwani said. Indian Army's T-90 Bhishma tanks (front) 
are driving during the Republic Day parade in New Delhi, India, 
January 26, 2016 © REUTERS/ Altaf Hussain India Launches 
Domestic Design Bureau to Cut Imports of Arms and Ammo He 
further said that the partnership started in 1990 when Indian Prime 
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee came to Russia. “India is a country 
with all the human resources and Russia is the most powerful 
country. When you talk about arms and ammunition, it is the world 
leader and its support will make all the difference.” “If this 
partnership grows the way it is growing, I am sure in the future with 
the support of Russia, India will be in the second league and we will 
be there for the peace of the world,” Kotwani said. The president of 
the business alliance further spoke about the recent deal that was 
struck between India and Washington that would allow the US ships 
to refuel at its bases. “Today in the world there is not one country 
that can state what should be done or what shouldn’t be done. We 
Indians are the most peace loving people, we have never harmed 
anybody and we won’t allow other countries to do so either,” 
Kotwani said. He expressed hope that no matter what other people 
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say, it won’t spoil relations between India and Russia. “Nothing can 
spoil Russian-Indian relations, they will last forever,” Kotwani said. 
He further spoke about tourism to Russia, saying that according to 
him the process of visa application to visit Russia is really 
complicated. “Today India is the 7th richest country. We Indians are 
not refugees in Russia. There is a little bit of trouble but every 
country has a little bit of trouble and I hope this trouble with the 
border police will also be resolved very soon.” Kotwani further spoke 
about how he first visited Russia in 1990 and how "the country was 
born in front of him." He also added that Russia has changed for the 
better in the last 26 years and according to him it is the best country 
to be in right now. 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/asia/20160901/1044858023/india-russia-
relations.html 
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Company to Co-Produce Javelin Missile © Flickr/ U.S. Army 
Alaska (USARAK) Military & Intelligence 18:26 
01.09.2016(updated 18:27 01.09.2016) Get short URL 222822 
India has already rejected the Javelin Missile in favor of the 
Israeli Spike anti-tank guided missile. Under the instruction of a 
U.S. Soldier, an Indian Army soldier fires a Javelin missile as part 
of Yudh Abhyas, a bilateral training exercise designed to develop 
and expand upon the relationship between the two armies. © 
Flickr/ U.S. Pacific Command No Longer Made in the USA? 
Lockheed to Expand Weapons Production in India Javelin Joint 
Venture (JJV), a partnership between Lockheed Martin and 
Raytheon Company has entered into a deal with Indian Tata 
Power for the co-development and production of Javelin anti-
armor missile systems. Tata Power Strategic Engineering 
Division (SED) and JVV have signed a letter of intent that 
envisages co-development of a new strategy, new applications 
and new platforms to extend Javelin to new customers. According 
to the letter of intent, JVV and Tata Power SED will also create a 
strategy to integrate platform mounts for Javelin to meet Indian 
requirements. Rahul Chaudhry, chief executive officer at Tata 
Power SED said, “Now, our partnership with the JJV will bring 
the world’s best technology to our soldiers enabling battlefield 
supremacy. Indian industry will benefit immensely from the depth 
and range of this planned technology transfer and co-
development.” However, defense analysts see this as Lockheed 
Martin’s covert strategy to create a space for the Javelin missile 
system in the Indian market. This desperate attempt by the US 
firm comes despite the fact that India has already completed 
negotiations for procuring the Israeli made Spike anti-tank guided 
missiles at a price of 1 billion dollars to meet the armed forces’ 
requirements for the near future. Brigadier Rumel Dahiya 
(Retired), Deputy Director General, Institute of Defence and 
Strategic Analyses, told Sputnik, “They do not have any order or 
opportunities available for Javelin missiles in India as of now. 
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Through this move, they are creating space for themselves in the 
Indian market. What they could do in any case is make some 
equipment for Javelin missile and become part of a global supply 
chain. This will create a positive environment for the company in 
any future deal.” In May this year, India had finalized price 
negotiations for 275 launchers and 5,500 Spike missiles in 
completed and kit form. Meanwhile, Rafael Advanced Defence 
Systems agreed to transfer technology to India to build another 
1,500 systems and around 30,000 additional missiles. Deliveries 
of Spike are expected to be completed in the next five years. 
 
Read more: 
http://sputniknews.com/military/20160901/1044860674/lockheed
-martin-india.html 

 
 
 

Russisch ministerie waarschuwt voor speciale informatiewapens die je 
gedachten beïnvloeden 

 in: Bewustzijn     Robin de Boer    9 januari 2016 16:00     3875 keer 
bekeken 
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Vergeet luchtaanvallen, tanks of kernwapens. Het Russische ministerie 
van Noodsituaties waarschuwt voor nieuwe dreigingen, waaronder 
energetische, elektromagnetische, geofysische en genetische wapens. 

Er zullen ook speciale informatiewapens komen die de perceptie van 
mensen beïnvloeden, aldus het ministerie. Daardoor verandert hun hele 
manier van denken. 

‘Natuurrampen’ 

Er werd in het verleden al gesproken over geofysische wapens die het 
weer kunnen veranderen. Mensen vroegen zich zelfs af of sommige 
orkanen en aardbevingen wel ‘natuurrampen’ waren en speculeerden dat 
het mogelijk was om het klimaat te veranderen en door middel van 
elektromagnetische velden aardbevingen te veroorzaken. 

“Deze wapens verstoren de fysieke processen op aarde en veranderen het 
DNA van mensen, waardoor genetische mutaties en ziektes ontstaan,” zei 
het ministerie. 

Volgens het ministerie van Noodsituaties kan een agressor op deze 
manier onherstelbare schade toebrengen aan gebieden en de inwoners 
van die gebieden. Het slachtoffer verliest bovendien de grip op 
economische en bestuurlijke processen. 

Onvoorziene gevolgen 

Onlangs maakte de Russische overheid bekend de productie van 
genetisch gemodificeerde organismen te verbieden om de gezondheid 
van de burgers te beschermen. Het gebruik van deze zogeheten ggo’s in 
de landbouw is omstreden. Tientallen landen hebben de import of het 
gebruik ervan al verboden. 

Volgens critici vormen ggo’s een gevaar voor de gezondheid en het 
milieu. De Russische president Poetin zei in 2014 dat ‘er maatregelen 
genomen moeten worden om de Russische markt en consumenten te 
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beschermen tegen ggo’s, omdat ze onvoorziene gevolgen kunnen 
hebben’. 

 

 
 

6 countries last weekend alone 
The Week Fri, Sep 9 7:43 AM PDT  

Over the course 
of the long Labor Day weekend, American bombs rained down on 
targets spanning nearly 4,000 miles across the Mideast and North 
Africa. The strikes hit six countries — Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, 
Somalia, Syria, and Yemen — and targeted terrorist groups 
including the Islamic State (in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and 
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Syria), al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (in Yemen), al Shabab 
(in Somalia), and the Taliban (also in Afghanistan). About 45 
strikes took place in Iraq and Syria alone, plus another 20 or so in 
Libya and smaller totals in the remaining three nations. These 
campaigns, as well as occasional drone strikes in Pakistan, will 
almost certainly continue past President Obama's term ... 
 
World  

Israel's role in South Sudan 
under scrutiny amid violence 
Washington Post 22 hours ago  

JERUSALEM 
— Escalating violence in South Sudan is casting a light on 
Israel’s murky involvement in that conflict and raising questions 
about Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s new strategy of 
strengthening ties with African countries. Netanyahu has been 
forging alliances across Africa in an effort he says will help blunt 
Palestinian diplomatic initiatives against Israel at the United 
Nations. But critics says these new ties — illustrated by 
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Netanyahu’s high-profile visit to several African countries in July 
— have come without regard for the human rights records of 
those allies. Such concerns have been magnified by Israel’s close 
ties to South Sudan, whose government has used Israeli arms and 
...  
Read more  
 

US tanks have fallen far behind Russia in a key area  

Business Insider  
World  

Netanyahu faces backlash over 
'ethnic cleansing' remark 
Jerusalem (AFP) - Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
faced growing criticism Saturday after he called the Palestinian 
refusal to let Jews live in their future state "ethnic cleansing". 

In a video released Friday, Netanyahu rejected the notion that 
West Bank settlements were "an obstacle to peace", drawing a 
rebuke from Washington. 

Netanyahu noted "Israel's diversity" which manifests in "the 
nearly two million Arabs living" in the Jewish state and reflects 
its "openness and readiness for peace". 

"Yet the Palestinian leadership actually demands a Palestinian 
state with one pre-condition: No Jews," he said. 
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"There's a phrase for that: It's called ethnic cleansing." 

The US State Department called the video "unhelpful" and 
"inappropriate". 

"We obviously strongly disagree with the characterisation that 
those who oppose settlement activity or view it as an obstacle to 
peace are somehow calling for ethnic cleansing of Jews from the 
West Bank," spokeswoman Elizabeth Trudeau said Friday. 

"We believe that using that type of terminology is inappropriate 
and unhelpful," she said. 

"Settlements are a final status issue that must be resolved in 
negotiations between the parties." 

Israeli opposition member Tzipi Livni of the Zionist Union party 
accused Netanyahu of "trying to make political gains while 
creating diplomatic damage". 

She said the video had caused the US position to change from 
accepting settlement blocs to rejecting the entire West Bank 
enterprise. 

"After Netanyahu's video, the US is saying that all the 
settlements, including the blocs, are an obstacle, whereas in the 
past they were recognised," she said in remarks relayed by a 
spokesman. 

Ayman Odeh, who heads the Joint List that groups the main Arab 
parties in parliament, accused Netanyahu of creating "an 
imaginary reality" and rejected the comparison between Israeli 
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Arabs and Jewish West Bank settlers, who he said implement a 
policy of "ethnic cleansing". 

"Netanyahu doesn't care that it is the settlements that were 
established precisely in order to cruelly expel Palestinian 
populaces from the West Bank to limited territories around the 
major cities," he wrote on Facebook. 

Peace efforts have been at a standstill since a US-led initiative 
collapsed in April 2014, with both Netanyahu and Palestinian 
president Mahmud Abbas saying on Tuesday they were ready to 
meet to relaunch peace efforts.  

Russian President Vladimir Putin has been seeking to arrange a 
meeting between the two in Moscow. 

International criticism of Israeli settlement building, including 
from the United States, has intensified in recent months. 

Netanyahu's government, considered to be the most right-wing in 
the country's history, has nonetheless continued with the policy. 

The settlements are considered illegal under international law and 
major obstacles to peace as they are built on land the Palestinians 
see as part of their future state. 

 

South Sudan buys weapons as economy collapses-U.N. panel  
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WATCH: Netanyahu says 
Palestinians want to 
‘ethnically cleanse’ Jews from 
West Bank 
Washington Post Fri, Sep 9 1:11 AM PDT  

JERUSALEM 
— Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu likes to post short 
videos on his social media pages. The target audience appears to 
be foreigners. The latest one, on Friday, finds the Israeli leader 
charging that the Palestinians want to commit “ethnic cleansing” 
by ridding the West Bank of Jews. Netanyahu’s Twitter and 
Facebook feed introduces the video with the short sentence: “No 
Jews.” That’s a pretty sensational charge — especially given the 
context. To many, the phrase “no Jews” raises the specter of 
Nazis and Nuremberg laws, of Judenfrei and the Holocaust. In the 
video, Netanyahu speaks in English (with Arabic and Hebrew 
subtitles available). The video was released around 3 p.m. ...  
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China's Next Territorial 
Claim: Hawaii and Almost the 
Entire Pacific Ocean? 
The National Interest 21 hours ago  

The 
neverending ups and downs of what is quickly becoming the 
hottest geostrategic flashpoint on the planet, none other than the 
South China Sea, was the subject of a conference at Yale 
University this last May. Panels were filled with world-class 
experts promoting their latest research (including yours truly) 
detailing the various claims, counterclaims and strategic 
challenges surrounding this important body of water. According 
to a ‘report’ on the website Elitereaders, a ‘clicky’ website that 
reports ‘viral’-styled news,  Beijing is now claiming Hawaii and 
most of Micronesia. Many wondered if this was simply a 
negotiating strategy on Beijing’s part, a carefully crafted ploy to 
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make equally outrageous claims in the South China Sea look 
meager by comparison—claiming massive chunks of the Pacific 
Ocean would sort of do that. On the sidelines of the conference, a 
Vietnamese filmmaker was shooting a documentary on the South 
China Sea and asked me on camera what I thought of the claims. 
.. 

Israel 'strikes Syrian army 
positions' after Golan fire 
AFP 13 hours ago  

 

Jerusalem (AFP) - Israeli aircraft struck Syrian army positions on 
Saturday after fire from its war-torn neighbour hit the Israeli-held 
zone of the Golan Heights earlier in the day, the military said. 
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The Israeli strike targeted artillery positions of the Syrian regime 
in response to "a projectile" which hit the northern Golan, causing 
no injuries or damages, an army statement said. 

"The Syrian government (is) accountable for this blatant breach of 
Israeli sovereignty, the IDF (Israel defence forces) will continue 
to act in order to safeguard Israel and its civilians," it added. 

A military spokeswoman said the projectile was most likely 
unintentional "spillover" from the internal fighting in Syria. 

It was the third such incident in six days, and came soon after 
Russia and the United States announced a deal on a new Syrian 
ceasefire, set to come into force on Monday. 

There were similar events in July and previously. 

Israel has sought to avoid being drawn into Syria's complex war 
which is now in its sixth year, but it has attacked Syrian military 
targets when fire from the conflict spills over. 

Israel seized 1,200 square kilometres (460 square miles) of the 
Golan Heights from Syria in the Six-Day War of 1967 and later 
annexed it in a move never recognised by the international 
community. 

Why China Fears North Korea 
(and Its Not All About Nuclear 
Weapons) 
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The National Interest 21 hours ago  

On Sept. 
8, North Korea conducted its fifth nuclear test, the second since 
January 2016. The regime confirmed the nuclear test, claiming to 
now have “a variety of smaller, lighter, and diversified nuclear 
warheads of higher strike power … standardized [to be] mounted 
on strategic ballistic rockets. The U.S. Geological Survey 
reported a 5.3 magnitude seismic event near the Punggyi-ri 
nuclear test site.  The seismic level is consistent with, although 
higher than, North Korea’s previous nuclear tests. An expert 
commented that the explosion could have been 10 to 20 kilotons, 
the largest test to date and approximately the size of the 
Hiroshima explosion. Clearly, North Korea is becoming more 
aggressive—and .. 
 
World  
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US military: Iranian behavior 
getting worse in Persian Gulf 
The Hill 9 hours ago  

Iran has stepped up its harassment of U.S. Navy ships in the 
Persian Gulf, angering the U.S. military and members of 
Congress.   Since the international nuclear deal with Iran was 
implemented in early January, the number of incidents involving 
U.S. and Iranian ships in the Gulf has approximately 
doubled.  The Navy has counted at least 31 interactions with 
Iranian naval forces deemed “unsafe,” “unprofessional,” or both, 
according to a defense official. That's about as many such 
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interactions that occurred all of last year, according to statistics 
provided to Fox News.   And those are also only counting 
interactions that have met the criteria of “unsafe” or 
“unprofessional.”  Overall, there were .. 
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World Politics Business Opinion Life Tech Radio Multimedia 
Cartoons Blogs Live Search South Korean artillery soldiers stand 
in front of the Hyunmoo Surface to Surface Missile during Armed 
Forces Day rehearsal, at the Seongnam military airport, outskirts 
of Seoul (File) South Korea Develops Plan to Annihilate 
Pyongyang in Case of War © AFP 2016/ KIM JAE-HWAN Asia 
& Pacific 07:42 11.09.2016Get short URL 592517 South Korea 
reportedly has developed a preemptive attack plan against North 
Korea aiming to destroy the northern capital Pyongyang in case of 
a nuclear attack emanating from the north. A South Korean 
soldier watches a TV broadcasting a news report on Seismic 
activity produced by a suspected North Korean nuclear test, at a 
railway station in Seoul, South Korea, September 9, 2016. © 
REUTERS/ Kim Ju-sung/Yonhap Russia, China Voice Concern 
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Over North Korea’s Fifth Nuclear Test MOSCOW (Sputnik) — 
South Korea has developed a preemptive attack plan against 
North Korea aiming to destroy the northern capital Pyongyang in 
case of a nuclear attack emanating from the north, local media 
said Sunday. "Every Pyongyang district, particularly where the 
North Korean leadership is possibly hidden, will be completely 
destroyed by ballistic missiles and high-explosive shells as soon 
as the North shows any signs of using a nuclear weapon. In other 
words, the North's capital city will be reduced to ashes and 
removed from the map," a South Korean military source told the 
Yonhap news agency. The plan provides for the use of South 
Korean-made Hyunmoo ballistic missiles with ranges of up to 
1,000 kilometers (620 miles) to mainly target the North Korean 
leadership in cases of both nuclear and conventional war being 
attempted by the north, according to the source. North Korea 
confirmed on Friday that it had carried out a nuclear test in the 
country's northeast. The blast is believed to be the fifth and largest 
since Pyongyang began pursuing nuclear and ballistic missile 
programs, drawing condemnation from the international 
community. In response to the test, the South Korean Defense 
Ministry presented the Massive Punishment & Retaliation 
(KMPR) concept which reportedly contains the plans to annihilate 
sections of the North Korean capital. 
 
Read more: 
https://sputniknews.com/asia/20160911/1045186069/south-korea-
ready-annihilate-north.html 
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04:59 11.09.2016(updated 05:03 11.09.2016) Get short URL  
 
22804201 Russian Caspian Flotilla warships have successfully 
fired advanced Kalibr-NK cruise missiles as part of the country’s 
Caucasus-2016 military exercise. The Russian Defense Ministry 
said in a statement that the Kalibr-class cruise missiles launched 
from the Caspian Sea during Russia's most recent display of 
strength all had accurately struck their designated land and sea 
practice targets. Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu © 
Sputnik/ Alexei Druzhinin Central Asia, Caucasus Republics at 
Risk of Syria-Style Crises - Russian Defense Minister In the first 
stage of the drills, a missile fired from the Grad Sviyazhsk 
corvette with the use of Kalibr precision system flew about 100 
nautical miles and successfully hit the onshore target — an 
artificial enemy command post. In the second stage of the 
exercises, a Kalibr missile launched from the Uglich small-size 
missile vessel struck a sea target located at a distance of over 70 
nautical miles, the Defense ministry's press service reported. 
Kalibr-class cruise missiles, the game-changing development by 
the Russian defense industry, can travel 50 to 150 meters above 
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the ground and hit sea targets up to 350 kilometers away and 
ground targets more than 2,500 kilometers away. Their maximum 
deviation from the designated target is only three meters. Here is 
the chilling footage showing the missiles streak away into the air, 
leaving behind volumes of smoke. 
 
Read more: 
https://sputniknews.com/russia/20160911/1045185331/kalibr-
class-missile-launch.html 
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Log inRegister 09:09 GMT +311 September 2016 Home World 
Politics Business Opinion Life Tech Radio Multimedia Cartoons 
Blogs Live Search T-72B3 tank Russian Tank Crews Practice 
Simulated Battle Using Live Shells © Sputnik/ Said Tsarnaev 
Russia 06:32 11.09.2016Get short URL 046551 Russia's Eastern 
Military District T-72B3 main battle tank crews have conducted 
simulated tank battle drills with the use of live ammunition, the 
head of the EMD press service said Sunday. Armata T-14 tanks 
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on Red Square, Moscow during the final practice of the military 
parade marking the 71st anniversary of the victory in the Great 
Patriotic War, May 2016. © Sputnik/ Grigoriy Sisoev Russia's T-
14 Armata Battle Tank Tests to Conclude in 2017 MOSCOW 
(Sputnik) — "Practice shooting using live ammunition was 
carried out by T-72B3 tank crews belonging to Eastern Military 
District units stationed in the Khabarovsk Territory. Firing was 
conducted in daytime and at night in conditions simulating a real 
tank battle," Alexander Gordeev said. The drills involved the use 
of smoke and mine explosions to simulate enemy artillery shall 
explosions, as well as simulated enemy tank targets, according to 
Gordeev. "Tank crews also used machine guns to attack targets 
simulating grenade launcher troops and moving anti-tank 
weapons," he added, noting that each crew was allocated three 
125-milimeter shells as well as PK machine gun ammunition. The 
exercises coincide with Russia's tankman day celebrations, which 
is traditionally marked on the second Sunday of September. 
 
Read more: 
https://sputniknews.com/russia/20160911/1045185769/russia-
tank-sumulate-battle.html 
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Russia has built a glide aviation bomb unlike any other in the 
world, online newspaper Svobodnaya Pressa reported citing the 
General Director of NPO "Basalt" Vladimir Porhachev.  
 
The new bomb, dubbed “Drill” is virtually invisible to radar and 
has a range of over 30 kilometers. “It has no engine. When 
dropped, it acquires its target and zooms in with the help of the 
GLONASS global positioning system. The cluster charge opens 
up at an altitude of 250 meters. I hope that the bomb will pass all 
the tests already before this year is out,” Vladimir Porhachev said. 
The Drill is 3 meters long, almost half a meter wide and weighs 
540 kilograms. The dropping altitudes range from 14 kilometers 
to just 100 meters. The bomb is equipped with heat-seeking and 
radar-based elements and is immune to radio-electronic 
countermeasures. Mi-14 © russianhelicopters.aero.ru Run Silent, 
Run Scared: Russia’s Mi-14 Sub Hunter to Tote Powerful New 
Bomb Even though the Drill’s effective range of 30-plus 
kilometers is four times less than that of America’s GBU-39 
gliding bomb (110 km), its explosives-per-mass ratio is better. 
The Drill, developed primarily for the T-50 new generation 
fighter, is a stealth bomb, which means that it will not be detected 
by infrared-homing antimissiles, even though it will be less 
invisible on radar. And, finally, it is packed with 15 individually 
targeted cluster sub-munitions, each weighing about 20 
kilograms, which means that it does not fall under the provisions 
of an international convention banning the use of cluster bombs. 
Russian sub-munitions are way smarter than their US counterparts 
because they can find and destroy targets that produce no infrared 
emissions. Moreover, when dropped on a tank battlefield the 
Drill’s friend-or-foe identification system will only hit enemy 
tanks without harming its own. Moreover, the Russian sub-
munitions are considerably more destructive than their American 
versions, with a single cluster capable of taking out up to ten 
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tanks – almost twice as many as America’s AGM-154, the 
newspaper wrote. The Drill’s cluster charge can also carry 
bunker-bursting BETA-M elements, all making the Drill a totally 
unique weapon. 
 
Read more: 
https://sputniknews.com/russia/20160911/1045189665/russia-
bomb-features.html 
 
World  

You'll Never Guess Who the World's Biggest Arms 
Importer Is (Hint: It's Not China) -- The Motley Fool 

 

In the global game of importing weapons, America and Russia -- 
once the world's two superpowers -- take a back seat. Instead, the 
world's top importers are China, India, and Saudi Arabia. That's 
according to a recent report out of SIPRI, the Stockholm 
International Peace Research Institute, which found that from 
2010 to 2014, these three countries accounted for 25% of all arms 
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imports around the globe. Let me repeat that: There are 195 
countries in the world today; just three of them accounted for $1 
out of every $4 spent on weapons imports. And what's even more 
amazing: The world's top arms importer spent three times as 
much money on weapons imports as either No. 2 or No. 3. Don't 
keep us in .. 
 
World  

Iran Launches New Navy Ship 
as Tensions Rise with US in 
Gulf 

Iran's 
Revolutionary Guard launched a new 55-metre-long naval ship on 
Tuesday that is capable of transporting a helicopter and up to 100 
men, according to the website of state TV. The ship's launch in 
the port city of Bushehr, comes at a time of high tension between 
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Iran and the United States over Gulf waters. U.S. officials says 
there have been more than 30 close encounters between U.S. and 
Iranian vessels in the Gulf so far this year, over twice as many as 
in the same period of 2015. On Sept. 4, a U.S. Navy coastal patrol 
ship changed course after an Iranian Revolutionary Guard fast-
attack craft came within 91 meters of it in the central Gulf, at least 
the fourth such incident in less than a month.  
 
 

   
World 

North Korea warns United States after air force 
bomber exercise  

SEOUL, Sept. 13 (UPI) -- North Korea issued a warning after the 
United States flew two B-1 bombers over South Korea on 
Tuesday. The B-1B Lancers, part of a U.S. plan of "extended 
deterrence" against North Korea provocations, flew with U.S. F-
16 and South Korean F-15 fighters over Osan Air Base, CNN 
reported. But the supersonic bombers may be rattling the North 
Korean leadership. Early Wednesday, local time, Pyongyang's 
state-controlled news agency KCNA condemned the exercise and 
warned the United States and South Korea to "not act rashly," 
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according to Yonhap news agency. "The U.S. imperialists are 
attempting to rationalize their invasion ambition, and as a pretext 
and in an act that shows their 

UPI  

 
Pyongyang accuses US of pushing Korean peninsula to 'point of 
explosion' after it flew bombers over South 
International Business Times ONC UK 

 
US stages show of force in South Korea 
CNN 
 

 Sign-in to like  
  

   
World 

The F-35 just proved it can take Russian or Chinese 
airspace without firing a shot  

An F-35B just carried out a remarkable test where its sensors 
spotted an airborne target, sent... 

Business Insider  
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World 

US sees 'disturbing trend' as Iran threatens planes  

The United States warned of "disturbing trends" in Iran's behavior 
Tuesday after Tehran's military threatened to down two US Navy 
planes over the Strait of Hormuz. Some in Washington had hoped 
Iran's regime would show a warmer face to the world after this 
year's nuclear deal, but a US official admitted this has not been 
the case. Asked about Iran's military provocations, its ballistic 
missile tests and its detention of US citizens, State Department 
spokesman Mark Toner acknowledged concern. 

AFP  

 
US Navy says planes threatened by Iran in Strait of Hormuz 
The Seattle Times 
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World 

China and Russia are practicing 'island-seizing' in the 
South China Sea  

For their part, China states they will deploy a total of ten ships, 
including destroyers, frigates, landing ships, supply 
ships, submarines. This is particularly true as China has staged 
military drills explicitly training to take the Senkaku/Diaoyu 
Islands, territories that Japan and China have long argued over. 

Business Insider UK  
 
CNBC update: Joint US and Philippines patrols in S. China Sea 
CNBC 
 

U.S. Flies Bombers Near North Korean Border  

The U.S. Air Force on Tuesday conducted a low-altitude flight 
over South Korea in a show of force against North Korea, which 
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last week conducted its fifth and most powerful nuclear test to 
date. Photo: Reuters 

WSJ Live  

 
South Korea in Fall 
Travel & Leisure Video 
 
US reaffirms South Korea commitment 
Reuters Videos 
 

  

   
World 

Philippine President Wants US Special Operations 
Troops to Leave the Country  
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Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte says he wants the small 
number of U.S. special operations forces in the Philippines to 
leave the country. In 2002 the U.S. began a mission on the 
southern island of Mindanao to support Philippine forces fighting 
al-Qaeda-affiliated Abu Sayyaf. The troops were sent to the 
Philippines as part of the U.S.'s global fight against terrorism 
known as Operation Enduring Freedom. 

ABC News  

 
US says no official request from Duterte government to withdraw 
American troops from Philippines 
International Business Times ONC UK 
 
 

   
World 

The US Marine Corps' F-35 may deploy from a British 
aircraft carrier  

When HMS Queen Elizabeth makes her maiden deployment in 
2021, she will be operating the short take-off, vertical 
landing variant of the F-35 Lightning II. There’s just one catch - 
the planes will not be owned by the United Kingdom. According 
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to a report by The Register, the Royal Air Force and Royal Navy 
won’t have enough Lightning IIs to fill out even a reduced air 
wing of 12 F-35s (about the size of a squadron). To put that into 
perspective, plans call for a Queen Elizabeth-class carrier to have 
as many as 36 of the multi-role V/STOL fighters. The Brits have 
stood up 809 Squadron in the Fleet Air Arm and 617 Squadron of 
the RAF (the famous Dambusters), plus the RAF’s 17 Squadron 
as an operational 

   
World 

What Does the Ceasefire in Syria Mean for U.S.-Russia 
Relations?  

The United States and Russia have agreed to a 48-hour ceasefire 
in Syria. Should the attempt endure for a week, as per the terms of 
the ceasefire, the United States and Russia may collaborate in 
future exercises against common aggressors in Syria. The 
agreement’s success, however, is far from assured. Further, 
should the ceasefire hold over the next 48-hours, and the United 
States and Russia subsequently combine their efforts in Syria, 
relations between the two countries in Syria could still be 
contentious. What could be defined as “successful” is relative: 
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there is ample opportunity for obstacles to derail attempts at the 
cessation of military activity. First, the warring factions could use 

The National Interest  

 
Another Syrian ceasefire; Navy SOF funds a microdrone; The 
changing of the National Guard; Former soldier leads 
Paralympics cyclists; and just a bit more. 
Defense One 

 
Syria cease-fire holding, only minor violations reported 
Washington Post 
 

 Sign-in to like  
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Tensions Flare Between Turkey, Kurds Over Syria’s 
Manbij  
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ISTANBUL -  Tensions are on the rise between Turkey and the 
YPG Syrian Kurdish militia, centering on the fate of the Syrian 
city of Manbij. Ankara is demanding the YPG withdraw from 
Manbij and allow Free Syrian Army forces to take control, a call 
that has so far been rejected. Turkish military forces entered Syria 
last month, backing elements of the Free Syrian Army. The 
Turkish incursion is targeting both the Islamic State and the YPG. 
Ankara accuses the Kurdish militia of being terrorists linked to 
the outlawed PKK Kurdish rebel group and of seeking to carve 
out an independent state on Turkey’s border. Last month's capture 
of Manbij by YPG forces operating within the coalition of the 
Syrian 

   
World 

Can Putin’s Aircraft Carrier Stay Afloat on Its Syria 
Mission?  

The troubled Admiral Kuznetsov has had lots of problems but 
will soon head out on its first combat deployment. 
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Entertainment 

Russian tank drill shows T-14 Armata in action  

The Russian Defense Ministry has released video from a recent 
tank drill that shows, for the first time ever, the capabilities of the 
T-14 Armata. In the footage, Russia's newest tank is shown 
negotiating hillocks and trenches. The video was taken at a 
private demonstration held during the Army 2016 military and 
technology forum, which took place in the Moscow Region on 
Sep. 6-11. The clip also includes footage of tank "battles" that 
took place nine years ago, during the Vostok-2007 strategic 
exercises. The Т-14 tank built on the Armata platform had its 
debut at the Victory Day parade in Moscow on May 9, 2015. The 
first batch of 100 Armata tanks will come into service with 
Russia's ground troops 

   
Lifestyle 

The 5 Best (and 5 Worst) Fighter Aircraft of All Time  
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So what are the best and worst fighter aircraft of all time? What 
plane would you pick for a war in the sky? On the surface, the 
questions seem easy to answer. One might look at which planes 
performed the best in combat as opposed to fighters that did not. 
Or, one could look at which planes had the best technology, took 
advantage of historical circumstances, or utilized a combination 
of the two. Does America dominate the field of best fighters? 
What about Russia? Does China get any mentions? Does any one 
nation have more negative mentions? All good questions. Robert 
Farley, one of the world’s best security experts, gives us his 
breakdown. Over two articles, combined for your reading 
pleasure 

How the US Navy wants to handle Iran's naval 
provocations in the Persian Gulf  

At a recent conference at the Center for American Progress, Chief 
of Naval Operations John M. Richardson discussed at length 
naval operations in Asia and the Pacific, touching on how he'd 
like to deal with the Iranian navy, which has made a habit of 
harassing US Navy ships in the Persian Gulf. Throughout the 
conference, Richardson praised the Code of Unplanned 
Encounters at Sea (CUES) that has helped Chinese and US naval 
vessels operate safely and at a distance in the South China Sea. In 
fact, Iran seems rather content to provoke the US. 

Business Insider  

 
Iran threatened to shoot down US spy planes in Persian Gulf 
FOX News Videos 
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US Navy says planes threatened by Iran in Strait of Hormuz 
Washington Post 
 
 

   
World 

America's F-22 Stealth Fighter vs. Russia's PAK-FA 
and China's J-20: Who Wins?  

The United States, Russia and China all have one thing in 
common: they are all building some of the most advanced fighter 
jets in the world. Specifically, 5th generation fighters that, at least 
on paper, could dominate the skies for decades to come.  The 
planes that get the most interest, America's F-22, PAK-FA and J-
20 all have their strengths and weaknesses, but could any really 
beat Washington's F-22 Raptor?  Could Russia's new jet take on 
America's best? Could China's 5th generation fighter take down 
America in the sky?  While such a fight in the sky could literally 
mean World War III, sketching out the advantages and 
disadvantages the F-22 holds against either plane is important. So, 
for 

The National Interest  
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Israel has 200 nukes pointed at Iran, according to 
Powell emails  

Israel has 200 nuclear weapons pointed at Iran - according to 
hacked emails sent by former Secretary of State Colin Powell. In 
the March 2015 emails - which reveal information the Jewish 
state has long sought to keep under wraps- Powell writes to 
Democratic Party donor Jeffrey Leeds about Israeli Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s speech to the US Congress, in 
which he warned against the planned Iran nuke deal. Leeds said 
Netanyahu “said all the right things about the president and all the 
things he has done to help Israel. But basically [he] said this deal 
sucks, and the implication is that you have to be an idiot not to 
see it,” according to foreign policy website LobeLog, which cited 
emails 

New York Post  
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Israeli journalist asks Americans if Netanyahu could be their 
president 
Washington Post 

 
Tel Aviv Diary: Obama Exacts Cold Revenge on Netanyahu 
Newsweek UK ONC 
 
ns  

 
Log inRegister 09:26 GMT +321 September 2016 Home World 
Politics Business Opinion Life Tech Radio Multimedia Cartoons 
Blogs Live Search The USS Mount Whitney, the flagship of the 
US Sixth Fleet, has reached the port of Tallinn, Estonia, to take 
part in the NATO international military exercise, Baltops (Baltic 
Operations). L-3 Wins $20Mln US Contract to Supply Warship 
Gun Sensors © Sputnik/ Alexander Zabolotny Military & 
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Intelligence 01:07 21.09.2016Get short URL 014401 L-3 
Communications has won a $20.1 million contract to provide 
spare sensors and engineering support for MK 34 Gun Weapon 
Systems on the US military’s Arleigh Burke-class destroyers, 
Ticonderoga-class cruisers and Coast Guard Offshore Patrol 
Cutters, the Department of Defense said in a press release on 
Tuesday. A Standard Missile (SM-3) is launched from the Aegis 
combat system equipped Arleigh Burke class destroyer USS 
Decatur (DDG 73) during a Missile Defense Agency ballistic 
missile flight test © Flickr/ Gonzalo Alonso Lockheed Martin 
Wins New Order to Expand US Navy Aegis Fleet - Pentagon 
WASHINGTON (Sputnik) — The company, doing business as L-
3 KEO, was awarded the $20,138,900 contract "for MK 20 
Electro-Optical Sensor Systems, radar cross-section kits, 
engineering support services, and depot spares," the release said. 
The sensors are a "major component" of the MK 34 systems used 
by all three of the vessels cited by the Defense Department. 
Among other applications, the spares will enable check-sighting, 
identification of counter-battery targets and identification of 
short-range surface targets, the release stated. The contract 
includes purchases by Japan (21 percent of the total) under the 
Pentagon’s Foreign Military Sales Program the release noted, 
Work will be performed in the US states of Massachusetts and 
Vermont and is expected to be completed by November 2018. 
 
Read more: 
https://sputniknews.com/military/20160921/1045527881/l3-wins-
millions-pentagon-warship-sensors.html 
 
 
World  
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The Air Force Wants a New 
Fighter to Accompany Its New 
Stealth Bomber 
Kyle Mizokami,Popular Mechanics 13 hours ago  

 

From Popular Mechanics 

The U.S. Air Force is planning to purchase a new long-range 
fighter that would accompany the forthcoming B-21 Raider 
stealth bomber deep into enemy territory. The new fighter, of 
which few details are known, would help the bomber survive 
enemy air defenses. The new fighter, known as "Penetrating 
Counter-Air" (PCA) was revealed during the Air Force 
Association's 2016 annual conference and reported by Breaking 
Defense. 

According to that report, wargames have revealed the B-21 
cannot penetrate as far as western China to destroy People's 
Liberation Army Strategic Rocket Force missiles and installations 
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there. Those missiles will play a vital role in defending China, 
and by extension the Western Pacific, in any future conflict. The 
SRF is fielding ballistic missiles with increasingly long ranges, 
not only to threaten targets farther out in the Pacific but to also 
place them deep within China, behind layered air defenses. 
China's DF-21D "carrier killer" anti-ship ballistic missile has 
recently been supplanted with a longer ranged DF-26 missile. 
Even longer-ranged systems are an eventuality. 

 

In a hypothetical war, the B-21 would play a role in "rolling back" 
enemy defenses, striking deep into China to destroy systems such 
as the DF-26. That in turn will give American forces, particularly 
aircraft carriers, freer reign to operate closer to China.  

This PCA fighter would assist the Air Force's new bomber by 
flying nearby and shooting down any enemy fighters that might 
threaten the B-21s. The new fighter might also be equipped with 
standoff missiles to attack enemy ground-based air defenses, 
freeing up space in B-21s for ordnance to attack primary targets. 
The concept is similar to the long-ranged P-51D Mustang fighter 
of World War II, which accompanied B-17 raids over Germany 
and kept Luftwaffe Messerschmitts fighters at bay. 
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PCA is envisioned as operational by the 2030s. That's intriguing, 
because it means there could be four Air Force fighters flying in 
the mid-2030s: the F-22 Raptor, F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, the 
upcoming F-X Sixth Generation Fighter, and the Penetrating 
Counter-Air.  

What would PCA look like? The aircraft's design would likely be 
driven by two main factors: long range and stealth. PCA would 
need long range to accompany the B-21 and stealth to survive 
over hostile territory. It would use its radar and infrared sensors to 
destroy enemy fighters at beyond visual range, so it needn't be a 
dogfighter. A fighter-sized flying wing design, even something 
that looks like a miniature B-21, is a possibility. A flying wing 
could conceal lots of internal volume for weapons and fuel. A 
slightly redesigned F-22 Raptor with carefully designed 
conformal fuel tanks-so as to not "break" the plane's stealth-could 
also be a PCA candidate.  

Whatever the eventual design, PCA may be the Air Force's most 
daring concept in decades.  

Business  

Sukhoi T-50 jet cannon test-
fired in Russia 
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MOSCOW, 
Sept. 21 (UPI) -- Russia's United Aircraft Corporation has posted 
video of a test firing of the cannon for the fifth-generation Sukhoi 
T-50 fighter jet. The video was posted late last week on the 
company's YouTube channel. It shows the NNPU-50 cannon 
being fired at a range outside Moscow, the Tass news agency 
reported Monday. The mounting included a 9-A1-4071, one of 
the lightest cannons of that type that can fire up to 150 30mm 
bullets during one sortie. That cannon is an upgraded version of 
the GSh-301 30mm auto cannon mounted on Russia's MiG-29, 
Su-27, Su-30, Su-33 and Su-35 fighters, as well as frontline 
bombers and the Yak-38 vertical takeoff and landing aircraft, 
Tass reported. ... 
 
 
World  
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U.S. Gen. John Hyten: North 
Korea close to ICBM that 
could hit U.S. 

WASHINGTON, 
Sept. 21 (UPI) -- A U.S. Air Force general says North Korea will 
soon be developing an intercontinental ballistic missile capable of 
reaching the United States. Gen. John Hyten, who was nominated 
to lead the U.S. Strategic Command, told the Senate Armed 
Services Committee on Tuesday while it is impossible to give a 
specific timing to future provocations, North Korea could soon 
deliver an ICBM equipped with a nuclear warhead, South Korean 
newspaper Donga Ilbo reported. Hyten said he is concerned about 
what North Korea would do after it has mastered the ability to 
mount an ICBM with a nuclear weapon, adding that if he is 
appointed to the top position at the U.S. Strategic Command he ...  
Read more  
 

Fox News Poll: Trump Tops Clinton in Battlegrounds 
Nevada, N. Carolina and Ohio  

Fox Business  
World  
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Us General: North Korea 'will' 
Develop Nuclear Capabilities 
To Hit America 
Fox News Tue, Sep 20 11:30 AM PDT  

The U.S. general expected to 
take over the military's nuclear forces had a sobering assessment 
of North Korea's capabilities, telling Senate lawmakers on 
Tuesday that the rogue nation "will" build up the capabilities to 
hit the United States. "What concerns me most is: They will get 
there. They're gonna get there. And then once they have those 
capabilities, what are they going to do with them? That's my 
biggest concern," Gen. John Hyten, commander of the Air Force 
Space Command, told the Senate Armed Services Committee. 
Hyten has been nominated to lead U.S. Strategic Command. His 
comments came after North Korean state media reported the 
dictator Kim Jong Un oversaw a ground test of a new rocket ...  
Read more  
 

Flag-stomping Teacher Has No Regrets, Wants Student 
Punished  

Fox News  
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North Korea only has 28 websites  

BGR News  
World  

US flies nuclear-capable 
bombers over South Korea in 
another show of force against 
North Korea 
Vasudevan Sridharan,International Business Times ONC UK 
Tue, Sep 20 11:15 PM PDT  
The US has again flown nuclear-capable bombers over the 
Korean peninsula in a show of force against North Korea shortly 
after Pyongyang tested a rocket engine. This is the second time 
Washington is flying the sophisticated supersonic B-1B bombers 
since the North carried out its fifth nuclear test on 9 September. 
On Wednesday (21 September), the US forces said a pair of B-1B 
Lancer strategic bombers cruised over South Korea with one of 
the jets landing at South Korea's Osan Air Base Pyeongtaek, 
located about 40 km from Seoul. The state-of-the-art bombers 
were flanked by other American and fighter jets. "What we are 
showing today is just one tool we have to choose from a wide 
array of options. ...  
\\ 
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Iran just paraded its latest 
weapons and warned the US 
not to meddle in the Gulf 
Business Insider Tue, Sep 20 10:00 PM PDT  

BEIRUT 
(Reuters) - Iran marked the anniversary of its 1980 invasion by 
Iraq by showing off its latest ships and missiles and telling the 
United States not to meddle in the Gulf. At a parade in Tehran on 
Wednesday, shown on state TV, the military displayed long-range 
missiles, tanks, and the Russian-supplied S-300 surface-to-air 
missile defense system. At the port of Bandar Abbas on the Gulf, 
the navy showed off 500 vessels, as well as submarines and 
helicopters, at a time of high tension with the United States in the 
strategic waterway. U.S. officials say there have been more than 
30 close encounters between U.S. and Iranian vessels in the Gulf 
so far this year, over twice as many as in the same ... 
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Missiles, tanks on show at Iran 
military parade 
AFP 20 hours ago  

 Comments  
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Tehran (AFP) - Iran showed off missiles, warplanes, tanks and 
marching troops on Wednesday in a display of military strength in 
the face of growing regional tensions. 
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The Islamic republic used the 36th anniversary of the start of the 
Iran-Iraq war to parade arms including 16 ballistic missiles 
through Tehran. 

A new missile with multiple warheads, called Zolfaghar, was also 
on show with a threat directed at Iran's arch-rival Israel written on 
the side of the truck transporting it. 

"If the leaders of the Zionist regime make one false move, the 
Islamic republic will destroy Tel Aviv and Haifa," it said, 
referring to two Israeli cities. 

S-300 missiles delivered by Moscow this year were also on show 
in the capital. Other military parades were held elsewhere in the 
country. 

"The recent decision of the American criminals to give military 
aid to the usurper Zionist regime (Israel), reinforces our 
determination to increase our defence capabilities," said General 
Mohammad Bagheri, chief of staff of Iran's armed forces. 

The United States and Israel in September signed a record $38 
billion 10-year military aid deal, despite increased disagreement 
over the Middle East peace process. 

"The ultimate objective of the United States, the Zionist regime 
and those who support terrorist groups... is to destroy the 
infrastructure of Syria and Iraq in favour" of Israel, Bagheri said. 

Tehran has advisers on the ground in Iraq and also in Syria to 
help the military in both countries battle armed groups fighting 
the national governments. 
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Iran also has fraught relations with its Gulf Arab neighbours, 
particularly Saudi Arabia. 

The two countries, the Middle East's foremost Shiite and Sunni 
Muslim powers, support opposing sides in the conflicts in Syria 
and Yemen. 

Tensions between them have also mounted over the annual hajj 
pilgrimage in Saudi Arabia, from which Iranians were excluded 
this year. 
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Lockheed to Build a Mach 20 
Hypersonic Weapon System 
Popular Mechanics 22 hours ago  

 Sign in to like  
 Reblog on Tumblr  
 Tweet  

Lockheed 
Martin just won a $147 million contract to build a vehicle capable 
of flying at speeds of Mach 20. The goal is to create a high-speed 
delivery system that could bomb targets thousands of miles away 
in an hour or less. It's similar to what other countries, including 
Russia and China, are working on. Tactical Boost Glide (TBG) 
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will be an air-launched boost glide weapon system. The TBG 
itself is a aerodynamic, arrowhead-shaped vehicle fitted on the 
nose of a rocket. The rocket in turn is carried by a large aircraft 
such as a B-52 bomber, which would carry the rocket to high 
altitude and then launch it. The rocket boosts TBG to an even 
higher altitude, whereupon a scramjet or ramjet kicks ... 
 

 
 

Did the Defense Department 
lie about closing Lajes? 
Newsweek•September 22, 2016 

 
Did the Defense Department lie about closing Lajes? 
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This article first appeared on the American Enterprise Institute 
site. The Pentagon continues to reduce forces at Lajes Field in the 
Azores, a strategic archipelago in the mid-Atlantic. After U.S. 
taxpayers had spent millions of dollars on housing, schools and 
other critical infrastructure, most laid vacant. The decision to 
withdraw forces from Lajes is curious, not only because the 
United States has pressed the base into service during every major 
crisis since World War II, but also because the Chinese are 
salivating at the opportunity to fill the void and establish 
themselves in the Atlantic Ocean should White House politicians 
and Pentagon strategists actually go through with their plans to 
abandon the field. 
 
World  

US will not numerically match 
China's submarines at $2.7-4 
billion a piece 
nextbigfuture.com 13 hours ago  
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The 
National Interest discusses the US Navy concern about matching 
the number of Chinese and Russian submarines. The US currently 
has a fleet of 53 attack submarines—which is technically in 
excess of its 48-boat requirement—as the Russian undersea force 
reemerges from its post-Cold War dénouement and the Chinese 
fleet grows rapidly. Indeed, from Congressional testimony, it is 
apparent that the Navy is likely to raise its requirements for the 
number of attack submarines in the fleet. The Navy—using a plan 
called Submarine Unified Build Strategy (SUBS)—hopes to save 
enough money by generating efficiencies to continue to build two 
Virginia-class SSNs per year even as construction starts on the 
first Ohio Replacement Program (soon to be formally named the 
Columbia-class) SSBN in fiscal year 2021. ...  
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China's J-20 Stealth Fighter 
vs. America's F-35, Taiwan's 
F-16 and Japan's F-15: Who 
Wins? 
The National Interest Thu, Sep 22 1:00 AM PDT  
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The 
Chinese Military has advanced dramatically over the past quarter 
century. No longer is Beijing’s armed forces filled with recruits 
that are poorly trained or lacking the arms needed to fight a major 
war. China has invested in platforms that are specifically designed 
to take on the United States in contested parts of Asia, such as 
Taiwan, the East China Sea and the hotly disputed South China 
Sea. Systems include the much discussed DF-21D (or commonly 
referred to in the press as the ‘carrier-killer’ missile), cruise 
missiles, advanced mines, submarines, drones and other anti-
access/area-denial weapons of war. In the air, Beijing has also 
made some major advances. Of specific note is the J-20, . 
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Us Ex-Officials, North 
Koreans Quietly Meet 
Fox News 4 hours ago  
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 Tweet  

Officially, the United States and North Korea barely speak to 
each other, their communications often limited to public 
exchanges of insults. The U.S. ambassador in Seoul is "a villain, a 
crazy person," a North Korean diplomat says. North Korea is a 
"wasteland" compared to South Korea, President Obama tells the 
United Nations. But out of the limelight, and sometimes in secret, 
a small corps of former U.S. diplomats and intelligence officials, 
often working with academic specialists, meet regularly with 
high-ranking North Koreans. They have sat down in Singapore, 
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Berlin, Beijing and elsewhere to discuss everything from the 
details of North Korea's nuclear program to concerns about the 
effects of ... 
 
U.S.  

This is what the future of air 
warfare looks like 

(Three US Air 
Force F-35As touching down at RAF Fairford in the UK in 
June.Courtesy of Lockheed Martin)  

NATIONAL HARBOR, Maryland — The largest buyer of 
America's most expensive weapons program is calling it the 
centerpiece of fusion warfare. 

"When you look at where the Air Force is headed, you look at 
coalition warfare and spend time in the Pacific, what this means 
to the interoperability, the ability to operate with others in the 
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battle space and create the coalition warfare that we will always, 
always, fight with in the future, the centerpiece of that is gonna be 
the F-35," US Air Force Gen. Herbert "Hawk" Carlisle, 
commander of Air Combat Command, said at the Air Force 
Association's annual Air, Space and Cyber conference. 

(An F-
35A refuels from a KC-135 tanker over Edwards Air Force 
Base.Lockheed Martin)  

"The integration, the interoperability, the fusion warfare that this 
here plane brings to the fight ... it changes the game," he said. 

Carlisle spoke alongside Lt. Gen. Christopher Bogdan, F-35A 
Joint Strike Fighter Program executive officer; Brig. Gen. Scott 
Pleus, director of the F-35 integration office; and Col. David 
Lyons, commander of the 388th Fighter Wing. 
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(Gen. Herbert 
"Hawk" Carlisle, Lt. Gen. Christopher Bogdan, Brig. Gen. Scott 
Pleus, and Col. David Lyons.US Air Force photo/Tech. Sgt. 
Anthony Nelson Jr)  

In August, Carlisle declared initial combat capability of 15 Air 
Force F-35A jets — a significant breakthrough for the weapons 
program, which has been offset by design flaws, cost overruns, 
and technical challenges. 

"It was a challenging endeavor when we went down this path," 
Carlisle said. "It would have been easier to let the Navy develop 
their plane, and the Marines develop an airplane, and the Air 
Force to develop an airplane." 

"It would be easier to not have this be an international airplane," 
he said. "But that would have been the wrong answer." 

The fifth-generation "jack of all trades" aircraft was developed in 
2001 to replace the aging aircraft in the Navy, Marine Corps, and 
Air Force. 
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(The F-35 Lightning II fighter production facilities at Lockheed 
Martin in Fort Worth, Texas.Courtesy of Lockheed Martin)  

The F-35 Lightning II, America's priciest weapons system, has 
become one of the most challenged programs in the history of the 
Department of Defense. 

And while the program continues to face snags, such as last 
week's announcement of insulation problems affecting 15 F-35As, 
Bogdan said "the program itself is making progress." 
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(Lt. Gen. Christopher Bogdan.US Air Force photo)  

"Any development program is going to encounter issues. If you're 
building a development program and you don't find anything 
wrong, then you didn't do a good enough job building that 
program," Bogdan said. 

"So it's not a surprise to me that on any given day that we 
encounter things wrong with this airplane. Now is the time to find 
those things and fix them. The perfect example is our insulation 
problem we have right now," he said. 

"The mark of a good program is not that you don't have any 
problems, but that you find things early, you fix them, you make 
the airplane better, the weapons system better, and you move on." 

Oud directeur NSA waarschuwt voor snel wereldwijd totaal 
controlesysteem 
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Xander 23-09-2016 14:17- in Christendom, Eindtijd & Profetie, 
EU, Maatschappij, NWO-Complot, VS, Wetenschap-Technologie 

Obama zegt in toespraak dat ook Amerika vrijheid en soevereiniteit 
moet overhandigen aan VN – In Amerika wordt al 80% van alle 
telefoongesprekken opgenomen en opgeslagen  

 
Infowars kopman Alex Jones spreekt over de komst van een ‘Beest-
systeem... als je geen christen bent, zou je het alleen al hierom bijna 
worden.’ 

Nu het verzet van de bevolking in Europa en Amerika tegen hen 
toeneemt, maken de anti-democratische globalisten in Washington en 
Brussel haast met hun plannen voor een grenzen- en cultuurloze, en 
vooral totaal gecontroleerde samenleving. De voormalige technische 
directeur van de NSA, klokkenluider William Binney, waarschuwde 
gisteren dat de elektronische ‘bewaking’ van de burgers nog verder zal 
worden uitgebouwd, niet alleen in de VS, maar over de hele wereld. Dat 
zou betekenen dat ook wij op dit moment de laatste jaren met nog enige 
zelfbeschikkingsrecht en vrijheid van meningsuiting beleven. President 
Obama zei het al in zijn laatste VN toespraak: Zelfs de VS zal zijn 
vrijheid en soevereiniteit moeten opgeven. 
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Binney werkte ruim 36 jaar voor de Amerikaanse inlichtingendienst 
NSA, de laatste jaren als technisch directeur. Juist vanwege de komst van 
een digitaal systeem waarmee de bevolking totaal gecontroleerd kan en 
zal worden, nam hij ontslag, en besloot hij zijn inside informatie 
wereldkundig te maken. 

‘Er komt absoluut bevolkingscontrole, echter niet in één bepaald land, 
maar in de hele wereld,’ verklaarde hij tegen Infowars kopman Alex 
Jones. ‘Dat is waar ze op uit zijn, en ik denk dat Obama (in zijn VN 
toespraak afgelopen week) met verschillende punten heeft duidelijk 
gemaakt dat hij een wereldgemeenschap wil.’ 

‘Om dat te kunnen doen moeten ze de hele wereldbevolking kunnen 
controleren. Daarvoor moeten ze alles van hen weten, wat ze doen, zodat 
ze kunnen worden gestopt, of op iedere mogelijke manier die ze maar 
willen kunnen worden gemanipuleerd.’ 

80% telefoongesprekken VS opgenomen en opgeslagen 

Sinds 9/11 heeft de NSA gigantische hoeveelheden informatie over 
zowel Amerikanen als buitenlanders verzameld. Voormalige NSA 
algemeen directeur generaal Keith B. Alexander ging zelfs openlijk uit 
van het mantra ‘verzamel alles’. Binney waarschuwde regelmatig tegen 
deze ‘totalitaire mentaliteit’, en noemt de NSA inmiddels de ‘grootste 
bedreiging voor de VS sinds de burgeroorlog.’ (1) 

In de VS zou al minimaal 80% van alle telefoongesprekken worden 
opgenomen en opgeslagen. Dit is slechts het begin van een wereldwijde 
‘technocratie’, waarin het gewone volk helemaal niets meer te zeggen 
heeft over zijn eigen toekomst, en zelfs niet over zijn eigen leven. ‘Een 
Beest-systeem,’ concludeert Jones daarom. ‘Als je geen christen bent, 
zou je het alleen al hierom bijna worden.’ 

Obama pleit voor VN wereldgemeenschap 
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Kort voor zijn afscheid uit het Witte Huis –tenminste, indien hij in 
uiterlijk oktober niet een (inter)nationale crisis veroorzaakt om de 
verkiezingen op 8 november op te schorten of te annuleren- zei Obama 
in zijn laatste VN-toespraak dat ook de Verenigde Staten ‘vrijheden zal 
moeten opgeven’, om ‘de belofte van de VN’ waar te kunnen maken. 

‘Soms wordt ik in mijn eigen land bekritiseerd voor mijn geloof in 
internationale normen en multilaterale instituten. Maar ik ben ervan 
overtuigd dat op de lange termijn het opgeven van enige vrijheden –niet 
de mogelijkheid om onszelf te beschermen of onze kernbelangen na te 
streven, maar ons te binden aan internationale regels- onze veiligheid zal 
vergroten. En ik denk dat dit niet alleen voor ons geldt.’ 

Obama refereerde ook aan Donald Trumps plan om een muur te bouwen 
om illegale immigranten uit Mexico en Latijns Amerika tegen te houden. 
‘Een land dat in deze tijd omringd wordt door muren, zet zichzelf 
gevangen... De wereld is daar te klein voor.’ Daarvoor haalde de 
president het eigenaardige voorbeeld aan van de bestrijding van muggen 
die het Zika virus verspreiden, ‘omdat die geen muren respecteren’. (2) 

Ook EU werkt aan totale controlesysteem 

De EU werkt achter de schermen ook al jaren aan een vergelijkbaar totaal 
controlesysteem, dat vermoedelijk in zijn geheel geactiveerd zal worden 
tijdens de volgende grote crisis, die mogelijk zal ontstaan door het 
faillissement van het (Zuid-)Europese bankensysteem, en/of het 
dreigende verlaten van de eurozone van Italië of Frankrijk. Op dat 
moment zal Brussel alle oppositie in politiek en media tegen de 
geforceerde vorming van een Europese Superstaat zo snel mogelijk de 
kop in willen drukken, en indien nodig met geweld van het toneel doen 
verdwijnen. 

 
Xander 
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China's Deadly Type 99 Tank 
vs. Russia's T-90 and 
America's M-1 Abrams: Who 
Wins? 
The National Interest Mon, Sep 26 1:00 AM PDT  

China has a lot of 
tanks. Like, eight to nine thousand of them. Who else would 
bother to maintain such a ridiculous number? The United States. 
And Russia. (Note that such counts include vehicles in storage 
and reserve. The numbers for tanks in operational units are lower 
in every case). However, the majority of Beijing’s tanks are old 
designs, particularly Type 59 and 69 tanks more or less directly 
copied from the 50s-era Soviet T-54 tank. Such is their profligacy 
that I once had the pleasure of bumping into one in a children’s 
playground in Tianjin serving the needs of the (young) people. 
However, China’s top of the line tank, the Type 99, has 
commanded healthy respect from international observers, ... 
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Lifestyle  

North Korea shows off its air 
force 

Chat with us in Facebook Messenger. Find out what's happening 
in the world as it unfolds. . 
 
Business  

Current Lockheed test pilot 
says China J-20 stealth fighter 
will outclass US fourth gen 
fighters and threaten carrier 
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groups as China narrows 
stealth tech gap 

Nate “Buster” Jaros is a retired USAF fighter pilot with over 
2,000 hours in F-16 C/D/CM and T-38A/C aircraft and over 500 
hours in General Aviation aircraft. He is currently a Test Pilot, 
Instructor Pilot, and LO SME with Lockheed Martin Skunkworks. 
Nate provides a detailed review of China J-20 stealth fighter. 
Several other analysts have said that the the J-20 is not a fifth 
generation fighter. Nate says China will have a fifth generation 
fighter, and its development of the J-20 (amongst other fifth gen 
platforms) is significant. * the J-20 is also called the Black Eagle 
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* the J-20 looks kind of like an F-22 Raptor * It basically is a 
copy as China stole TERAbytes of F-35 data and they pieced ...  
 

Russians to Deploy Anti-
Satellite Airborne Laser 
Weapons 

Russia is preparing to renew flight testing of a high-power flying 
laser designed to operate as an anti-satellite weapon, the Tass 
news agency reported. Mounted on a modified Ilyushin Il-76MD-
90E transport plane the airborne laser laboratory aircraft flew for 
its first test mission in August 19, 1981. Two aircraft were 
modified and equipped for the tests that ceased following the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. In 2009 the project was revived as 
the A-60SE, mounting the original 1LK222 laser. This laser 
weapon will likely be used to dazzle adversary satellites or 
burning through sensitive optics and sensors using intensive enery 
laser bursts. With an effective range of 1,500 km (930 miles) such  
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World  

Lithuania eyes Norway air 
defence deal amid Russia fears 
AFP Mon, Sep 26 7:01 AM PDT  

 

Vilnius (AFP) - Lithuania said Monday it is in talks to buy 
Norwegian anti-aircraft missile systems to address the defence 
gap on NATO's eastern flank, amid concerns over Russia. 

The NASAMS medium-range air defence systems, which would 
be the first such shield in the Baltic states, would cost around 100 
million euros ($115 million), defence ministry spokesman 
Vaidotas Linkus told AFP.  

Tensions between the 28-member NATO defence alliance and 
Russia are running high following Moscow's 2014 annexation of 
the Crimean peninsula from Ukraine. 
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Last week, NATO jets were scrambled seven times from its Baltic 
bases to escort Russian military aircraft over the Baltic sea, 
according to Lithuania's defence ministry. 

NATO agreed in July to deploy four battalions of around 1,000 
troops each in the three Baltic states -- Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania -- and Poland to assuage their fears of Moscow. 

Long seen as NATO's Achilles heel, Baltic forces alone would be 
incapable of resisting a full-scale attack brought on by Russian 
forces and bolstered by Moscow's overwhelming air superiority. 

But experts say that their ability to fend off Moscow until NATO 
could scramble a broader response is decisive. New air defence 
capabilities would also make any attack more costly. 

"The lack of air defence systems increases the likelihood of a 
successful snap attack with limited forces. Our military power is 
important for deterrence," retired colonel Ignas Stankovicius told 
AFP. 

Moscow denies any territorial ambitions and accuses the US-led 
alliance of destroying Europe's military balance around Russian 
borders. 
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NATO Uses Alleged 'Russian Threat' as a 'Marketing Tool'  
 
© REUTERS/ Agencja Gazeta/Adam Stepien Politics 20:45 
27.09.2016Get short URL 023040 NATO generals are using the 
alleged "Russian threat" as a marketing tool to promote their 
brand, while fully realizing that Russia won't start a war first, 
Russian experts say. According to Alexei Mukhin, Director 
General of the Center for Political Information, NATO's 
representatives are using aggressive statements because they act 
as marketing specialists who monitor the main trends on the 
market and change their "product" accordingly. "NATO is 
developing according to the laws of the market. On the one hand, 
it is a bureaucratic organization, which requires considerable 
resources, and on the other hand, it is a kind of a showcase used 
to promote NATO's products and its brand, arms and engineering 
services, which are being imposed on other countries," the expert 
said during a press conference hosted by Rossiya Segodnya 
International Information Agency. Along with other experts, 
Mukhin prepared a special report on NATO's capacities and 
plans, which analyzed NATO's activities over the last 50 years as 
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well as the trends in the alliance's development. "We have serious 
concerns that Western politicians no longer have any limits and 
turn certain facts and the chronology of events upside down; it 
adjusts its virtual reality to fit its concept of Russian aggression 
and the peaceful nature of NATO," Mukhin said. The United 
States’ former European combatant-commander Gen. Philip 
Breedlove claims that the US and Russian militaries should take 
steps to stop tensions or they will continue to rise, putting 
everyone at risk. © AP Photo/ Virginia Mayo Ex-NATO 
Commander: US, Russia Should Take Measures to Stop ‘Ugly 
Competition’ "It's no accident that NATO has chosen Russia as 
its aggressive opponent: Russia's doctrinal documents and an 
analysis of its behavior indicate that Russia will never start [a 
war] first, and it lets NATO off the hook," the expert noted. For 
his part, Director General of the Center for Strategic Studies and 
Forecasts Sergey Grinyaev said that NATO's military operations 
do not meet the declared objectives of the alliance. "Almost all of 
them, except for humanitarian aid missions to victims of the 
earthquake in Pakistan, turned out to be a failure," the expert 
stated. An Abrams main battle tank, for U.S. troops deployed in 
the Baltics as part of NATO's Operation Atlantic Resolve, leaves 
Riga port March 9, 2015. © REUTERS/ Ints Kalnins 'Int'l 
Terrorism, Not Russia, is the Biggest Threat to NATO and the 
EU' Since 2014, NATO has been building up its military presence 
in Europe, especially in Eastern European countries neighboring 
Russia, using Moscow's alleged interference in the Ukrainian 
conflict and its potential for "aggression" against neighboring 
states as a pretext. Moscow has repeatedly denied the claims and 
warned NATO that the military buildup on Russia's borders is 
provocative and threatens the existing strategic balance of power. 
 
Read more: 
https://sputniknews.com/politics/20160927/1045762122/nato-
russia-marketing-tool.html 
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BAE Systems Is Building The 
Electronic Weapons That Will 
Win World War Three 

When investors think 
about innovation, the place that usually comes to mind is Silicon 
Valley. However, the next time Washington finds itself in a big 
war against a peer or near-peer adversary, the town that is likely 
to provide the tools for victory is 3,000 miles away. That town is 
Nashua, New Hampshire, home to what may be America’s most 
secretive tech company — the Electronic Systems unit of BAE 
Systems. Electronic Systems is the biggest employer in New 
Hampshire, but you can be forgiven for not knowing that, because 
the business tries real hard to stay below the radar screen. And 
with good reason: it is the world leader in technologies used to 
dominate and exploit the electromagnetic spectrum,  
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Business  

U.S., NATO Already Planning 
the Next Generation of Fighter 
Jets 

The United States 
and its NATO allies are already looking to the next generation of 
fighter planes to ensure air superiority, according to the Wall 
Street Journal. The article cites new fifth-generation Russian and 
Chinese fighters as the impetus to develop a new round of combat 
aircraft due in the 2030s. When we say fifth-gen warplanes, we're 
talking about aircraft designed to be stealthy, incorporate the 
latest active electronic scanning array radars, and cruise at 
supersonic speeds without the use of an afterburner. China's 
forthcoming Chengdu J-20 and the Russian T-50 (also known as 
PAK-FA) are expected to be formidable aerial adversaries for the 
United States and NATO. The U.S. already fields ...  
 
World  
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MH17 shot down by missile 
brought into Ukraine from 
Russia 
Jan Hennop, with Maude Brulard in The Hague,AFP 39 minutes 
ago  

 

Nieuwegein (Netherlands) (AFP) - The missile that downed flight 
MH17 over eastern Ukraine was transported from Russia, a 
criminal inquiry revealed Wednesday, announcing about 100 
people were being investigated for playing "an active role" in the 
disaster. 

Saying they had "irrefutable evidence" that the BUK missile 
system was used to blow the Malaysia Airlines plane out of the 
sky, investigators also confirmed the device was fired from a field 
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in a part of eastern Ukraine then controlled by pro-Russia 
separatists. 

The findings of the Dutch-led probe stopped short of directly 
accusing Moscow of involvement in the tragedy in July 2014, and 
both the rebels and Russia issued fresh statements denying any 
responsibility. 

But the new details appeared to back up long-standing 
accusations from Ukraine and the West that pro-Russian rebels 
were to blame using a missile which may have been provided by 
Moscow. 

The Boeing 777 was ripped apart mid-air during a flight from 
Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur over Ukraine, where a war pitting 
separatists allegedly armed by Russia against the Kiev 
government erupted in April 2014.  

All 298 people on board the plane including 196 Dutch citizens 
were killed. 

But despite two official international investigations, the burning 
questions of who gave the orders and who pulled the trigger 
remain unresolved. 

Ukraine said the inquiry proved Russia's "direct involvement" in 
the tragedy, adding it put "an end to all of Russia's attempts to 
discredit the activities and conclusions" of the inquiry team. 

And one relative told AFP the results "clearly suggest the 
involvement of the Russian Federation."  

- No such weapon - 
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A "BUK missile from the 9M38-series" was used that "came from 
the territory of the Russian Federation," said Wilbert Paulissen, 
the head of the Dutch police investigation. 

It was transferred in Ukraine onto a white Volvo truck and 
escorted by armed men in uniform. Afterwards the missile 
launcher system "was taken back to Russia," Paulissen said. 

Using thousands of photos, videos, some 200 witness statements 
and 150,000 tapped telephone conversations, the investigators 
have retraced the route taken by the convoy which brought the 
missile system into eastern Ukraine. 

In one chilling wiretapped phone conversation from July 16, 2014 
played to reporters on Wednesday, one man believed to be a 
Russian-speaking military commander asks another if he can 
"receive a BUK in the morning" saying his forces are under 
pressure from air strikes and he doesn't know if "they can hold 
on."  

The 700-kilogramme (1,500-pound) BUK, a complex radar-
guided anti-aircraft weapon, was fired from a field in 
Pervomaiskyi which at the time "was in the hands of the Russian 
separatists," said Paulissen. 

The joint investigation "has identified approximately 100 people" 
believed to have had an "active role" in the transporting of the 
missile system used to bring down the routine flight, added chief 
investigator Fred Westerbeke said. 

Moscow, which has always denied having any role in the disaster, 
described the inquiry on Wednesday as "biased" and "politically 
motivated" saying it was "disappointed" in the results. 
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Ukrainian rebels also quickly rejected any conclusion that they 
were behind the disaster. 

"The forces of the People's Republic of Donetsk could not have 
fired at the plane from a BUK system because we have no such 
sort of weapons," general Eduard Basurin of the self-proclaimed 
republic told AFP. 

The investigation has been headed by the Dutch prosecution 
service, but includes teams from Australia, Belgium, Malaysia 
and Ukraine, who also briefed relatives Wednesday. 

"What is clear is that the BUK missile system came from Russia 
to Ukraine, was fired and taken back to Russia," Piet Ploeg, who 
lost three relatives in the disaster, told AFP. 

The findings "clearly suggest the involvement of the Russian 
Federation," he added. 

- Justice yet to be done - 

The criminal investigation has now been extended to 2018, but 
Westerbeke said he could make "no promises" about when any 
suspects would be brought to justice. 

"Apart from wanting to know exactly what weapon was used and 
where it was fired from, we also want an answer as to where we 
go from here," said Evert van Zijtveld, chairman of the foundation 
that supports families of MH17 victims. 

"We want to see the perpetrators caught and put on trial," said 
Zijtveld who lost his 18-year-old son Robert-Jan and daughter 
Frederique, 19, in the tragedy. 
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Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte called the preliminary findings 
"an important step on the road to the ultimate goal: finding and 
prosecuting the perpetrators." 

But no decision has been made on what form an eventual tribunal 
will take in a process some experts say may still take years.  

Should any Russian suspects in any event be identified, chances 
are small that they'd be prosecuted, as the Russian constitution 
expressly forbids Moscow from extraditing its citizens to another 
country.  

Meanwhile, Russia remains under sanctions imposed by the 
European Union, which along with other countries accuses 
Moscow of actively backing the pro-Russia separatists. 

 
Log inRegister  
 
20:42 GMT +328 September 2016 Home World Politics Business 
Opinion Life Tech Radio Multimedia Cartoons Blogs Live Search 
Members of a joint investigation team present the preliminary 
results of the criminal investigation into the downing of Malaysia 
Airlines flight MH17, in Nieuwegein Belgian Foreign Minister 
Hails Progress Report on MH17 Downing © AFP 2016/ 
EMMANUEL DUNAND Europe 20:10 28.09.2016Get short 
URL 19400 Belgian Foreign Minister Didier Reynders welcomed 
Wednesday the publication of an interim report on the flight 
MH17 crash in Ukraine two years ago, according to a ministerial 
statement. Members of a joint investigation team present the 
preliminary results of the criminal investigation into the downing 
of Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 , in Nieuwegein © AFP 2016/ 
EMMANUEL DUNAND Data Provided by MH17 Crash 
Investigators Based on Internet, Ukraine's Intel - Russian MoD 
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MOSCOW (Sputnik) — The report on interim results of a 
criminal investigation by the Joint Investigation Team (JIT) of the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Australian, Malaysia and Ukraine claimed 
the missile that shot the Malaysian airliner from the sky had been 
launched from a militia-held territory. "Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister of Foreign Affairs Didier Reynders welcomes the 
results of the independent investigation," the statement read. "The 
countries involved in the JIT are making progress on an effective 
way of prosecuting those responsible." The crash killed all 298 
people on board, many of them Dutch, Belgian or Australian. The 
Belgian Foreign Ministry pledged that Belgium would continue 
its efforts to have all facts revealed and to ensure that justice is 
done for the victims and their families. 
 
Read more: 
https://sputniknews.com/europe/20160928/1045804475/mh17-
report-downing.html 
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http://www.wanttoknow.nl/politiek/valse-vlag-operaties/ovdv-en-mh17-
alle-ooggetuigen-totaal-genegeerd/ 
 

 

Valse vlag operaties: OvdV en 
MH17: ALLE ooggetuigen 
totaal genegeerd..!!  
25 juli 2016 Door GuidoJ.  
142 Reacties E-mail Print A A A  

 

De Duitse MH17-onderzoeker Billy Six 

x 
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OvdV en MH17: ALLE ooggetuigen 
totaal genegeerd..!! 

2016 © WantToKnow.nl 

x 

 

De 2 MH17-onderzoekers, de Engelsman Graham Philips en de 
Nederlander Max van der Werff. 

Naast de toegewijde Nederlander Max van der Werff, 
onderzoeken andere, onafhankelijke mensen, de ramp met de 
MH17. We kennen naast Max, de Duitse sympathieke Billy 
Six en dan hebben we de Engelse onderzoeker Graham 
Philips, hier op de foto met Max van de Werff. Het zijn 
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sympathieke mannen, die de verantwoording voelen, dóór het 
politieke steekspel van de VS/Europa vs. Rusland heen, de 
waarheid te eren, door zélf op zoek te gaan en de gegevens te 
verzamelen, die de professionele instanties laten liggen. 
Vanuit simpele naïviteit of uit politieke gedrevenheid, dat is 
nog niet helemaal duidelijk.. 

Het meest simpele dat al deze goedwillende onderzoekers daarbij 
simpelweg kunnen doen, met name doordat de smerige daad op 
klaarlichte dag plaats vond, is getuigen op de grond ondervragen. 
De vraag waarom de onderzoeksraad voor de Veiligheid dit niet 
gedaan heeft, is wellicht aanleiding tot een rechtszaak van de 
nabestaanden tegenover deze zogenaamd ‘neutrale’ instantie. 

 

NOS-moskou-sterreporter DavidJan Godfroid 

Ook de vraag waarom een man als NOS-sterverslaggever David 
Jan Godfroid dit werk niet simpel heeft gedaan, maar precies het 
tegendeel, is naar onze mening veel waardevoller om proberen te 
beantwoorden.. Kijk eens naar dit -in onze ogen- walgelijke 
filmpje.. Kijk je hier naar een journalist of naar een pro-Westerse 
propagandajoker, die het afzeiken van de Russen als hoofdtaak 
ziet. ‘NOS-sterreporter’ David Jan Godfroid, die zijn pro-
westerse, of noem het anti-Russische, standpunt niet onder 
journalistieke ‘stoelen of banken’ steekt..! 
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Hij maakt in deze ‘reportage’ een lachertje van de melding van 
een Russische Tv-reportage, over de achtergebleven 
wrakstukken! En dat doet onze David Jan uiterst geraffineerd.. 
Want hoe weet onze sterreporter wat NIET van belang is bij de 
wrakstukkenberging.. Hoe kan hij dan een Russische collega van 
vooringenomenheid betichten, terwijl onze David Jan zelf hierin 
uitblinkt in deze reportage..??! De man is nog NOOIT in het veld 
bezig geweest om een reportage te maken over de MH17..!!! 
X 

 
 
x 

Billy Six 
Billy Six bracht, in tegenstelling tot de omstreden Eliot Higgins 
van Belincat, wél tijd door in Oekraïne, in plaats van achter zijn 
computer. En daar, waar Belincat kon beschikken over een 
‘donatie’ van maar liefst £ 50.000, vlak voordat ze begonnen met 
hun pro-Westerse analyses, dienen andere burgerjournalisten de 
endjes aan elkaar te knopen om hun werk te doen.. Billy Six 
bracht enkele maanden door in het rampgebied in Oost-Oekraïne 
en sprak met zo’n honderd dorpelingen/getuigen uit deze regio. 
Zoals ook Max van der Werff dit deed. 
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Een van de meest geloofwaardige ooggetuigen, geïnterviewd, 
vlak ná de ramp, op 18 juli 2014. Zij vertelt met haar vriendin, dat 
direct nádat de MH17 was geraakt, twee gevechtsvliegtuigen zich 
uit de voeten maakten..! Deze ooggetuigen vertelde hun verhaal 
aan BBC-verslaggeefster Olga Ivshina, hetzelfde verhaal dat de 3 
burgerjournalisten te weten kwamen. De BBC-reportage werd 
overigens een paar dagen erna van het internet gehaald..! (Hij zou 
niet voldoen aan de kwaliteitsnormen van de BBC..!!) 

Six bezocht ook specifiek de plaatsen die in de bewijsvoering 
door andere onderzoekers worden opgevoerd, hij dwaalde tussen 
de wrakstukken van het passagiersvliegtuig en hij komt tot een 
VOLSTREKT andere conclusie dan de Nederlandse 
Onderzoeksraad voor de Veiligheid. Volgens Six is MH17 niet 
door een BUK neergehaald, maar door twee gevechtsvliegtuigen. 
Six: ‘De ene jet heeft zijn boordkanon gebruikt om de crew in de 
cockpit uit te schakelen en daarna is de zaak met een lucht-lucht 
raket door het tweede vliegtuig afgemaakt.’ 

Hij baseert zich niet op één-nacht-ijs-data. Het type inslagen in 
combinatie met het opmerkelijk geringe aantal teruggevonden 
BUK-deeltjes, het ontbreken van getuigen die daadwerkelijk een 
BUK-raket hebben gezien of gehoord en de tientallen mensen die 
zeggen rond die tijd in de lucht gevechtsvliegtuigen te hebben 
gezien. Maar ook Six’ gesprekken met militaire experts uit de 
voormalige DDR, bij wie hij zijn bevindingen toetste: volgens 
Billy voldoende argumenten voor deze opzienbarende conclusie. 
Maar het maakt Billy Six voor sommigen tot een 
complottheoreticus, een ‘gekkie’, die er vooral op uit zou zijn om 
het Kremlin vrij te pleiten van de misdaad. 

De beruchte foto met de rookpluim. 
Die beroemd geworden foto van een rookpluim aan de horizon, 
zou het bewijs zijn, dat vanaf daar een BUK-raket zou zijn 
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gelanceerd. Maar… In de dorpen rond die plek sprak Billy met 
bijna honderd mensen. 

‘En niemand had een Boek gezien of gehoord. Terwijl zo’n ding 
bij de lancering een enorm lawaai maakt. De grond trilt dan, zo 
moet je je dat voorstellen. En de rookpluim staat lang aan de 
lucht. Het is daar geen steppegebied, naar Oekraïense 
verhoudingen is het er best dichtbevolkt. Het kan niet zo zijn dat 
niemand iets heeft gezien of gemerkt als daadwerkelijk een 
Boek-raket de MH17 heeft neergehaald. Zeven van hen zeggen 
wel gevechtsvliegtuigen te hebben gezien, vijf zeggen de 
straaljagers alleen te hebben gehoord, één beweert te hebben 
gezien hoe een jet een raket afvuurde.’ 

Graham Phillips 
Ook de Engelsman Graham Philips is als onafhankelijk journalist 
naar Oekraïne gegaan, in een tijd dat andere, professionele 
journalisten het lieten afweten. Hij sprak met heel veel 
ooggetuigen, zoals NOS-ster ‘DavidJan’ dat had moeten doen. 
Maar nee, niks interviews met dorpelingen uit de regio van 
DavidJan, maar ook geen van andere Westerse journalisten..! 
Belangrijk is wat deze mensen ALLEMAAL zeggen gezien te 
hebben. Zonder enige dwang of ander pressiemiddel, verklaren ze 
ook aan Graham Philips wat ze zagen: 
X 

Er was helemaal  

geen sprake van een BUK-raket, geen lancering,  

rookpluim of geraas van een raket te zien of te horen. 
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X 
x 

Er was WEL sprake van gevechtsvliegtuigen,  

vlak voordat de MH17 neergeschoten werd. 

Deze ooggetuigen, even nogmaals voor de goede orde, zijn dus 
NIET verhoord door de Nederlandse onderzoekers. Veel mensen 
hebben ook nog stukken of stukjes van de munitie in hun bezit. 
Kijk naar het interview dat onze collega’s van WeAreChange.NL 
hadden met Graham Phillips in Rotterdam, vorige week 19 juli 
2016. 

 

Yemeni forces destroy Emirati military 
vessel: al-Masirah  

By David on 1 October 2016 GMT War and Terror  
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‘Yemeni forces have targeted and destroyed an 
Emirati military vessel in a rocket attack near the Red 
Sea port city of Mokha, al-Masirah TV says. 

A military source, speaking on condition of 
anonymity, said Ansarullah fighters and allied army 
forces launched rockets at an HSV-2 Swift hybrid 
catamaran operated by the Emirati navy off the shores 
of the Red Sea port city of Mokha early on Saturday, 
al-Masirah television reported. 

The catamaran was reportedly a high-speed logistical 
ship capable of locating mines, controlling military 
operations and transporting troops and equipment. The 
vessel formerly belonged to the US navy, al-Masirah 
said.’ 

Moscow ‘keeps in mind’ US readiness to 
use nuclear weapons, prepared for 
‘countermeasures’  

By David on 30 September 2016 GMT War and Terror  
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‘Russia has promised to take all necessary 
countermeasures to ensure its national security given 
recently-announced US plans to modernize its nuclear 
triad and hawkish statements on nuclear deterrence 
coming from Washington. 

US Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter told American 
troops at Minot Air Force Base in South Dakota that 
the Pentagon has been seeking $108 billion over the 
next five years to upgrade the nation’s nuclear triad of 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles, ballistic 
submarines, and strategic bombers. He also announced 
that NATO is reviewing its “nuclear playbook” to 
deter potential “terrible attacks” by Russia. 

“Across the Atlantic, we’re refreshing NATO’s 
nuclear playbook to better integrate conventional and 
nuclear deterrence to ensure we plan and train like 
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we’d fight and to deter Russia from thinking it can 
benefit from nuclear use in a conflict with NATO, 
from trying to escalate to de-escalate, as some there 
call it,” Carter said on Monday.’ 

China warns against US deployment of 
THAAD anti-missile system in S. Korea  

By David on 30 September 2016 GMT War and Terror  

 

‘The Chinese Defense Ministry has warned the US 
against deploying the Terminal High Altitude Area 
Defense system in South Korea. On Wednesday, 
Washington released a statement that it is going to 
deploy the system “as soon as possible.” 

“We will pay close attention to relevant developments, 
and consider taking necessary actions to protect 
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national strategic security and the regional strategic 
balance,” Chinese Defense Ministry spokesman Yang 
Yujun told a monthly news briefing on Thursday as 
cited by Reuters. “What needs to be stressed is that 
Chinese people mean what they say.”‘ 

 


